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Volume 89 Number 4 • September 28, 1995 
Dolan incident sparks safety concerns Anooal 
Christina Hynes !pseudonym] SecUrl•ty 
Melissa Tllk and also spoke -
The Carroll News with her room-
Residents of Dolan hall re- mare, Byrnes R rt 
ceived a rude awakening when said. Kunka was epo 
theywererousredfrom bedarmid- unavailable for 
night on Sunday to be briefed on comment at the 
JCU'scampusescortpolicy. rimeofpress lileleaSed 
Whilethreeuniversityofficials "She gave her I' 
denied the meeting's curious time statement and, 
was linked to an earlier incident in the middle, 
that weekend in the same dormi- she called her 
tory, several students who live voice mail to 
there said they thought the meet- hear the mes-
ing was held to impress upon stu- sages," Byrnes 
dents both the urgency of campus said. 
safety issues and the need to en- The messages 
force the campus escort policy. he left said he 
Said one third-floor resident of the 
all-women's dorm, "Everybody 
came down the halls saying it was 
an emergency meeting. It was 1:30 
a.m. by the time it ended." 
Both Joe Farrell, dean of stu-
dents, and Donna Byrnes, director 
of residence life, said the meeting 
or irs hour was not a response to 
the Saturday, September 23 inci-
dent reported to campus security 
by a Dolan freshman at 7:15p.m. 
Byrnessaid,readingfrom the cam-
pus security report, that the inci-
dent was described by JCU cam-
pus security as "menace by stalk-
ing." 
AccordingtoByrnes,thereport, 
taken by Leonard Kunka, cam pus 
security officer, stated that the 
freshman met the man in question 
on September l. OnSeptember21, . 
Byrnes said he came to campus to 
visit her. He placed several dis-
turbing phone calls to 'Amy' 
was on campus 
when he phoned 
her at 6:30 p.m., 
Saturday, said 
Byrnes. 
"[UHPD] 
taped four mes-
sages off my 
voice mail on Saturday that could 
be used later for prosecution." Amy 
said. 
The campus security report 
stated that someone let the man 
into the building where he slipped 
a letter under her door, Byrnes said. 
"[UHPD] has the letter now," 
A my said. "Charges have not been 
filed, just the report." 
According to Byrnes, the man 
phoned Amy's room on Saturday 
at approximate! y 6 p.m. and asked 
her roommate to let h im into the 
building. She declined bur met 
him and an unidentified compan-
ion in the lobby of Dolan hall, 
Roulston Series begins 
Colleen McCarthy with Robert Bergman, director 
Staff Reporter of the Cleveland Museum of Art. 
lnanattempttopromotesuc- His presentation, entitled 
cess borhoncampusand beyond, "Tradition and the Avant-Garde: 
thejCU chapter of Alpha Sigmu • Museum Leadership in aChang-
Nu, the nationaljesuit Honor So- ing Society," stressed the role of 
ciery. has coordinated the leadership in roday's art world. 
Roulston Series on Leadership As a specialist in the history 
and Achievement with funding of medieval art and architecture, 
from the Cleveland Foundation. Bergman emphasized the need 
The program, which began tomergeold traditions with new 
last year, showcases profession- ideas and challenged students to 
als from various fields and is de- make an impact on the world 
signed to broaden students' hori- around them. 
zons, said Paul Kantz, vice presi- Future presentations include 
dent for development. a panel discussion titled "Chal-
iThe presentations] bring to lenging Careers in Law Enforce-
campus outstanding individuals ment" on Ocr.l9 with Thomas F. 
to challenge john Carroll stu- jones, special agent in charge of 
dents," he said. the Cleveland FBI and Col. War-
The series attempts to support ren H. Davies, superintendent for 
and exemplifythejesuit philoso- the Ohio State Highway Patrol. 
phy which stresses service and Each session of the Roulston 
excellenceinone'sfieldandgives Series begins promptly at 5:30 
students the opportunity to be- p.m. in the Jardine Room in the 
come acquainted with success- OJ. Lombardo Student Center. 
ful professionals from various Addmission is free. 
fields and occupations, Kantz For more information about 
said. , this series, contact the Develop-
The senes opened last night menr Office at 397-4324. 
Byrnes said. Once they left the 
building, Am 's roo t 
proachtda c~mpu~sectnity­
and he took her statement, Byrnes 
sa id. 
According ro Farrell , Univer-
sity Heights Police were also noti-
fied of the situation and UHPD 
have contacted the man in ques-
tion. 
iUHPD] told me that if I saw 
him or he tried to contact me to 
call them immediately," Amy said. 
lf the man in question did call, 
UHPDwroteastatement for Amy 
to read, she said. 
"We put !the students] in con-
tact with UHPD," said]. Francis 
McCaffrey, director of campus se-
curity. "They talked directly to 
them. As a matter of fact, they 
were down at the police station 
from my understanding." 
According to Barbara Chollet 
at the UHPD, there was a report 
filed on Saturday, but it was nor 
available at this time because, "it 
must still be in the system, prob-
ably with the officer." 
According to Van Pham, Dolan 
residence hall director, the fresh-
man contacted the resident assis-
tant on duty Saturday, Julie 
Gerdeman, and explained that 
there was an unwanted guest that 
was harassing her and her room-
mate. Gerdeman, however, was 
unavailable for comment at the 
time of press. 
"They kicked him out and the 
girls called security at the time of 
the incident and the resident as-
sistant on duty was there to help 
out," Pham said. 
Gerdeman and Kunka were 
present when the freshmen ap-
proached Pham,she said. Accord-
ing to Pham, an incident report 
was wntten up and submitted to 
her on Saturday. Pham followed 
up the incident the next day by 
talking with the twof reshmen and 
security, she sa1d 
,•Pha 
Byrnes was informed of the 
situa tion on Monday at which 
time a picture of the man in ques-
tion was circulated at a routine 
meeting of hall directors, she said. 
Byrnes said that they are taking 
no more safety precautions than 
normal. 
"We talked about maybe mov-
ing their room but it's up to them 
whether they want to do it or not," 
she said. "We give the students 
options, it's u-p to them to make a 
decision." 
Amy said she stayed in a 
friend's room Saturday night, but 
is back in her room now. 
"My roommate, she knew him, 
so she's scared for me too," Amy 
said. "My parents don't know 
about the incident. I won't tell 
them unless it gets more serious." 
According to McCaffrey, she 
and a friend approached Kunka 
on the quad. 
iThe man in question] tried to 
visit me and contact me by phone," 
Amy said. "He came to visit on 
Thursday night burwasonlythere 
for a little while. The last time I 
talked ro him, that would be Sat-
urday morning, was when 1 told 
him not to come up that night." 
According to Amy, he was on 
campus Saturday between 6and 7 
p.m. at which time he left ames-
sage on the board on her door, slid 
a letter under the door and said 
something to the residents across 
the hall. 
"Basically my friends thought 
that it would be a good idea to 
have something on record in case 
somethingelsehappens,"shesaid. 
AfterexplainingthatAmyhad 
met the young man at a concert, 
Farrell said that, in the begmning, 
the relationship between the two 
was not necessarily unwelcome. 
see DOLAN, page 3 
Christina Hynes 
Cheri!_ Skocz""e""'------
The Carroll News 
Campus car thefts and drug 
and alcohol arrests mcreased sig-
nificantly during 1994, according 
to john Carroll University's An-
nual Security Report released last 
week. 
The report included informa-
tion on campt.s Jaw enforctment, 
alcohol and drug pohc1es, and 
emergency information from 
1992-94. 
Diane Ward, assistant control-
ler, compiled the report with the 
assistance of the security de-part-
ment, the phy~1cal pl.1nt and other 
what is report d to campus secu-
my," Ward sa1d 
Accordmg to the report, there 
has been one forcible sex offense 
every year. In 1994, there was one 
reported aggravated assault, 14 
burglaries, and four moror vehicle 
thefts. Also, there was a signifi-
cant increase in liquor and drug 
arrests in l994of 32, up from 19in 
1993 and 16 in 1992. 
Francis McCaffrey. director of 
security, said that although the 
statistics show there was only one 
forcible sex offense last year, there 
may have been more that went 
unreported, he said. McCaffrey 
said he encourages students tore-
port all sex offenses. 
"The four motor vehicle thefts 
that occurred on campus last year 
took place around the same time," 
McCaffrey said. He said he be-
lieves three of the four thefts were 
related, and that security spent a 
lot of time investigating the inci-
dents. He said three of the cars 
were found in the same general 
location near Cleveland, and the 
thieves may have just been "look-
ing for a ride home." 
Every year, Ward said she ac-
cumulates information to deter-
mine any safety needs that have 
not been addressed. "I talked with 
McCaffrey and asked about the 
security policies," she said "We 
alsodiscussed criminal actions on 
campus." 
Ward and McCaffrey also in-
vestigated the availability of cour-
tesy phones around campus and 
found that more were needed. "We 
walked around campus and real-
ized we needed more security 
phones," Ward said. "These were 
added to the O'Malley Center." 
Ward said the main purpose of 
the report is to create an aware-
see SECURITY, page 3 
-
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AIDS Walk '95 a $~628 success 
Cherie Skoczen grams of nine local orga mzations. 
Assistant News Editor "They told us there were 5,000 
Morethanl20JohnCarrollstu- people participating," said Sopho-
dents raised $1,628 for the Fifth more A hson Winters. "But it 
Annual Cleveland AIDS Walk last wasn't until! got to the top of the 
Sunday. hill and turned around that 1 ac-
"lwasveryoverwhelmedtosee tually realized how many of us 
the response from the students," there were. It was amazing." 
saidLisaHeckman,directorofstu- This year's AIDS Walk was 
dent activnies. "This year were- named The john T. Carey Memo-
allytriedhardtopromotethewalk rial AIDS Walk, in honor of the 
and get students involved, and well-known AIDSresearcherwho 
they took to the challenge." died Labor Day weekend when he 
Monroe France, junior class fell from a boat. 
president, raised almost $300 for JCU students dedicated their 
the walk. As the individual who participaoon m the '95 walk to 
raised the most money, France re- Allan Kosik who died this sum-
Celved a gift cerrif1cate at mer from AIDS. Kosik is the fa-
Beachwood Mall. France collected ther of Sophomore A Hyson Kosik 
most of the money by asking fac- and junior Theresa Kosik . 
ulty; staff and admtnistrators. "I "My family was rea II y touched 
felt it wassomethingimportant to· by the overwhelming response of 
do because AIDS is probably one thejohn Carrollcommunity,"said 
of the most serious issues we need Allyson Kosik. "It showed us how 
toconf rom today," France said. "It's many people knew our story. We 
affecting people our age." felt they participated in the walk 
The Dolan Hall Council raised for us" 
about $170, and The Carroll News Somestudentswhowalked did 
raised $76. They will both receive so as a floor activity. Many other 
pizza parties for being the resi- students said they walked for the 
dence hall and organization rais- Kosik's residence. "I participated 
ing the most money for the walk. in the walk for the Kosik family," 
The Carroll participants were said Bridget Maloney, junior. "I 
a part of about S,OOOCievelanders thought it would be a good way to 
who walked 6.2 mi les at show support and bnng the 
Edgewater Park to raise $200,000. awareness of AIDS to the college 
The money will be used to sup- campus." 
port the HlV I AIDS service pro- While the Carroll community 
z. .. , 
The AIDS Walk '95 participants pictured above walked 6.2 miles last Sunday at Edgewater Park to 
raise money for various Cleveland organizations. 
participated in theAIDSWalk last 
year, Heckman said there was a 
much greater turnout this year 
and she hopes the number of 
walkers will continue to grow. 
"I hope next year we get twice 
as much participation as we did 
this year," Heckman said. "We've 
got some good students here at 
• 
]CU, so I'm sure we will." 
Allyson Kosik said the AIDS 
Walk shows that people are will-
ing to open up their lives to AIDS. 
"l t shows that people are will-
ing to disregard stereotypes tore-
alize that people and families with 
AIDS have a lot to offer the world," 
she added. 
Theresa Kosik said the walk 
was a lot of fun, and it was nice 
that john Carroll dedicated the 
walk to her father. 
"My mom was crying at the 
end," Theresa Kosik said. "She 
couldn't believe so many people 
would do something like this for 
our family." 
JCU debate eamw1 first ·tourname 
Staff Reporter 
The John Carroll University 
debate team o£ sophomore jeff 
Becherer and junior Manny 
Teitelbaum took first place in the 
year's first tournament. 
Individually, Becherer and 
Teitelbaum placed fourth and sev-
enth, respectively, in the tourna-
ment. 
They debated on this year's na-
tional debate topic which is 
whether the U.S. Government 
should substan ti ally increase Its 
security assistance to Egypt, Israel, 
jordan. the Palestinian National 
Authorityand/orSyria. "This was 
the first time ajCU [debate] team 
has won a varsity-level tourna-
ment since the rebuilding pro-
gram began two years ago," said 
Brent Brossman, debate team di-
rector and assistant professor of 
communications. 
Becherer and Teitelbaum won 
four of the six preliminary rounds 
in the University of Utah compe-
tition in order to qualify for finals. 
On the first day of the competi-
tion, the team had a little trouble 
but received some good construc-
tive criticism from Brossman, said 
Teitelbaum. 
A position on Bosnia, drafted 
by Brossman, helped the team win 
a lot of rounds, said Teitelbaum. 
"Without Brent, none of this would 
have happened," said Teitelbaum. 
"His coaching is really wonderful, 
he works well with the debaters, 
and he knows how to get the de-
baters to live up to their poten-
tials." 
In the preliminaries, JCU de-
feated San Diego State in the first 
round, another San Diego State 
team in round three, and won 
round six against the University 
of Nevada Las Vegas, said 
Brossman. This ranking placed 
Becherer and Teitelbaum among 
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the top four teams at the tourna-
ment, and allowed them to par-
ticipate in single elimination de-
bates. 
In round one of the finals, the 
JCU debate team once again met 
and defeated UNLV with a uninl-
mous decision of 3-0. "It was a 
decisive victory," said Brossman. 
"One judge described the win as 
being a spanking." 
The team then went on to win 
the final round against University 
of Southern California with a 2-l 
decision . 
"As the level of competition in-
creased, our debating became a lot 
better," said Teitelba urn. 
The JCU debate team has 
scheduled between 12 and 14 ad-
ditional tournaments this year . 
The national championships will 
be the second week in April, said 
Brossman . 
After attending the national 
championships last year, the team 
hopes to make it there again this 
year, said Teitelbaum. 
While Teitelbaum had no de-
bating experience prior to college, 
he said debating has become an 
obsession, and his lack of experi-
ence has helped his winnings. 
"1 knew !liked to debate and 1 
knew that it would become one of 
my major extra-curricular activi-
ties in college," said Teitelba urn. "1 
am actually a tan advantage with 
little debating experience because 
I will not become burned out, and 
that focus is a benefit." 
ThejCU debate team did a lot 
of growing last year, said 
Brossman. 
Currently there are nine squad 
members among the JCU debat-
ers. These members do not com-
pete, but prepare for debates and 
help others practice. 
While Becherer and 
Teitelbaum compri~ the only de-
bate team this semester, another 
team will form second semester. 
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Lubrizol Corp. chair highlights Mellen Series NEWS 
BRIEFS Lori Ruk Staff Reporter Lester E.Coleman,chairmanof 
the board and chief executive of-
ficer of the Lubrizol Corporation, 
will discuss his company's corpo-
rate strategy and management 
philosophy today at 5 p.m. in the 
Conference Room of the D.]. 
Lombardo Student Center. 
Coleman's presentation begins 
the eleventh year of the Mellen 
Series. 
"The Mellen Series is designed 
to givejCU students, faculty, and 
their guests the opportunity to 
meetwiththeCEO'sofmajorcom-
panies," said Raj Aggarwal, the 
Edward j. and Louise E. Mellen 
chair in finance. 
SECURITY 
continued from page 1 
ness on campus. The report is also 
required by The Campus Security 
Act, a federal law for all colleges or 
universities receiving federal 
funds . 
"Students are essentially con-
sumers," she said. "It is important 
for them to know what their envi-
ronment is. We publish this to 
show what we're doing." 
Some students said that cam-
pus safety is something they take 
for granted . 
"l feel very safe," said Kelly 
MacEachen, freshman. "If I ever 
needed to, I would just use the cam-
pus escort program." 
Any student or faculty mem-
ber can contact a campus escort 
bycallingcampussecurityat397-
4600. 
"If something is going on that 
seems risky oris just not right, call 
us," Ward said. "I hope students 
read the report and it is of use to 
students." 
The 
Carroll 
News 
Think about it. 
Would you like to design 
ads for this publication? 
Call 397-4398 
for more info. 
PREGNANT? NEED HELP? 
~CALL BIRTHRIGHT 
lAKEWOOD CLEVElAND PARMA 
228--5998 48().21!00 661-¢40Cr 
HOTLINE 1-800-550-4900 
over 45 years at Cedar Center 
Serving Fine Chinese, Cantonese, 
Szechuan. · 
Monda!Wl & Hunan Dishes 
15% off 
Lunch, Dinner 
or Cary-Out 
..... ad. Good~· l(ll~ 
21 72 Warrensville Center at 
Cedar • University Heights 
321-9676 a 321-111Xl CARRY OUT 
Coleman was selected to speak 
as part of the Mellen Series be-
cause of his great success and the 
useful message he will share with 
rhe jCU community, Aggarwal 
said. 
He is a 1952 chemistry gradu-
ateoftheUniversityof Akronand 
received a Ph.D. inchemistryfrom 
the University of lllinois in 1955. 
He started workingforLubrizol in 
195Sasa research chemist and was 
elected chief executive officer in 
1978. He became a member of the 
Lubrizol Board of Directors in 197 4 
and was elected chairman in 1982. 
Coleman's resume includes 
serving as the Assistant Head of 
Research and the Vice President 
of International Operations. In 
DOLAN 
continued from page 1 
"But, he wanted it to get more 
serious, a lot more serious," Amy 
said. 
On Monday, Byrnes, Farrell, 
McCaffrey, and Fr. Richard P.Salmi, 
S]., vice president for student af-
fairs, met, as usual, in order to dis-
cussanyoutof theordinaryevents 
fromtheweekend ,Salmisaid. The 
incident was discussed because it 
was out of the ordinary,Salmi said. 
"[Salmi, Farrell, Byrnes, and I] 
talked about this [Monday]," 
McCaffreysaid . "ldon'tthink they 
were aware that anyone was in an 
uproar because we talked about if 
it was time to have meetings to 
dispel any rumors. It was felt at 
that time that it was not appropri-
ate. If things do get blown out of 
proportion, we want the proper 
information going out." 
Salmi said the incident was re-
ported directly to himself by cam-
pus security. 
"If there is anything out of the 
ordinary, (McCaffrey] makes a 
addition, he has been issued 34 
US. and 85 foreign patents. 
Lubrizol Corporation, head-
quartered in Wickliffe, Ohio, is a 
global leader in specialty additives 
for various oils, lubricants, indus-
trial fluids and asphalts. It is a 
high-tech multinational com-
pany that employs over 4,500 
people worldwide with 111llnufac-
turing plants and research facili-
ties in 14 countries. 
Lubrizol's products are sold in 
over one hundred countries and 
non-U.S. sales are over half its to-
tal revenues. 
The company has also made 
successful capital investments in 
the bio-tech firmsGenentechand 
Mycogen. 
point of contacting me," Salmi 
said. 
According to the 1995-96 Stu-
dent Handbook, the escort policy 
states that "no one may be in a 
resident hall in which they do not 
live unless escorted (accompanied 
by a resident of the building they 
are visiting)." 
Pham addressed the issue of the 
continual breaking of the escort 
policy at the Sunday night meet-
ing, she said. 
"That's why [Pham] called the 
meeting; because[ the man in ques-
tion] had gotten in the building 
and wasn't with an escort," said 
Amy. "And, people have been do-
ing that all year." 
Residents remain apprehen-
sive about the situation. 
"1 was a little scared after the 
meeting," said Dolan resident 
Michelle Bjel. "1 hat night, l went 
the time I got up, it was 3:30a.m. 
and l was scared to go up to my 
room alone." 
Another Dolan resident, Mary 
Shaughnessy said, "It really 
AIDS: 
Students of all majors are in-
vited to attend today's presenta-
tion, said Aggarwal. 
According to Aggarwal, stu-
dents will be able to use this pre-
sentation for networking pur-
poses. 
In the past, students have used 
this series as an opportunity to 
gain information about the com-
pany and begin the initial steps in 
their JOb search. 
Paul Nungester, senior ac-
counting major, has attended pre-
vious presentations and recom-
mends it to other students. "It is a 
good chance for students to get 
exposed to business leaders and to 
learn how these large corporations 
succeed," Nungester said. 
freaked me out." 
"There were a few i ncidems of 
people being let into the building, 
letting guys go to the bathroom 
without an escort," said Pham. 
"These girls should know by now." 
Salmi said he agreed that resi-
dents need to consider the reper-
cussions of letting strangers into 
buildings. 
"I would echo[Pham'slconcerns 
that as a campus community, we 
are far too lax about letting people 
into our buildmgs," he said 
While Farrell feels that this was 
an isolated incident and expects 
no further problem, he added that 
he intends to write a letter to the 
man in question to further em-
phasize that he is not welcome on 
campus. 
"We have a history of stalking," 
Farrell said. "Fvery campusinthe 
country does. We're just real fer 
we've got 2,000 kid re-
lationships which hegm and they 
end." 
Editor's note: joe Wholley con-
tributed to th1s article. 
Monroe France resigned as 
the junior class president at 
Tuesday's Student Union meet-
ing. "The reason I stepped down 
is because my heart was no 
longerthere," France said. "!felt 
I should open up the position 
for someone else who is inter-
ested" 
Junior Class Vice President 
Matt Hagan will become the 
new class president. Interviews 
are being taken for a new class 
vice president this week. 
Debate arose at Tuesday's 
Student Umon meeting over an 
open off-campus senator posi-
tion for the sophomore class. 
Whether the classofficers made 
a reasonable attempt to fill the 
position with an off-campus 
sophomore before appointing 
someone from the class as a 
whole was questioned. 
"There was a lot of discus-
sion," said john Cranley, SU 
president. "But in the end the 
senate passed a bill to appoint 
on-campus res1den1 A IIi son 
Strell as a sophomore class off-
campus senator." 
The Warner Entertainment 
Association :WEA) will.give 
awayCDsandhosrad1 kjockey 
in the cafeteria tomorrow from 
12:30to2p.m. Theevemisspon-
sored by WUJC and WEA in 
celebration of Cleveland's bi-
centennial 
urday. Bu e will! ave campus 
at I pm Tickets arc ava1lable 
for $6in the Student Life Office. 
About .30 faculty and staff 
members volunteered to serve 
lunches to needy Clevelanders 
at the Bishop Cosgrove Center 
downtown. 
it won't kill you to talk about it 
Information on other service 
opportunities can be obtained 
from the Center for Commu-
nity Service, 397-1662. 
stay informed. stay safe. 
great scores ... 
Kaplan helps you focus 
your test prep study 
where you need it most. 
We'll show you the 
proven skills and test-
taking techniques that 
help you get a higher 
S(:ore. 
great skills ••• 
Kaplan has the most complete arsenal of test prep 
tools available. From videos to software to virtual 
reality practice tests with computerized analysis to 
great teachers who really care, nobody offers you 
more ways to practice. 
LSAT begins 1013/95 
Call: (216)831-2233 
get a higher score 
KAPLAN 
. 
News Briefs were compiled by 
Cherie Shoczen,assistant news edi-
tor. 
THURSD~Y --College I.D Nlte 
Your College 1.0. could win you T·Shirts. CO's and more'!! 
Dance all nile with OJ erlan Spence 18 & OVER 
FRIO~ Y -- End of the World Dance Party ! 
99¢ Happy Hour 4:00 Till 9:00PM 
Retro Dance 10:00 Till 2:00AM 
S~TURDAY --SEVENTH HOUSE 
18 & OVER IOPH SHOW FifTH WHEEL 
HONDA Y •· HOHDAY HIGHT FOOTBAL..L.. 
061 on NTN· You call the plaiJS. Free Hot Dogs 
TUESDAY--POOLTOURNAHENT 
$100 Cash Prize. No entry fee. $1.00 Slg Mouths 
WEDNESDAY·· LADIES NITE 
First 3 drinks tree for lhe t.adles 
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AIDS Walk •gs a $~628 success 
Cherie Skoczen grams of ninelocal organizations. 
Assistant News Editor "They told us there were 5,000 
Morethan l20JohnCarrollstu- peopleparticipating," saidSopho-
dents raised $1,628 for the Fifth more A ltson Winters. "But it 
AnnuaiCievelandAIDSWalk last wasn't until I got to the top of the 
Sunday. hill and turned around that I ac-
"lwasveryoverwhelmedtosee tually realized how many of us 
the response from the smdents," there were. It was amazing." 
saidLisaHeckman,dtrectorofsru- This year's AIDS Walk was 
dent activities. "This year were- named The John T. Carey Memo-
allytriedhardtopromotethewalk rial AIDS Walk, in honor of the 
and get students mvolved, and well-knownAlDSresearcherwho 
they took to the challenge." died Labor Day weekend when he 
Monroe France, junior class fell from a boa t. 
president, raised almost $300 for j CU studen ts dedicated their 
the walk. As the individua l who participauon 1n the '95 walk to 
raised the most money, Fra nce re- All an Kosik who died this sum-
cetved a gift certifica te at mer from AIDS. Kosik is the fa-
Beachwood Mall. France collected ther of Sophomore Allyson Kosik 
most of the money by asking fac- and junior Theresa Kosik 
ulty, staff and admmistrators. "I "My family was really touched 
feltitwassomethingimportantto · by the overwhelming response of 
do because AIDS is probably one thejohnCartollcommunity,"said 
of the most serious issues we need Allyson Kosik "It showed us how 
toconf ront today," France said. "It's many people knew our story. We 
affecting people our age • felt t hey participated in the walk 
Th e Dolan Hall Council raised for us." 
about $170, and Tht: Carroll News Some students who walked did 
raised $76. They will both receive so as a floor activity. Many other 
pizza parties for bei ng the resi- students said they walked for the 
dence hall and organization rais- Kosik's residence. "I participated 
ing the most money for the walk. in the walk for the Kosik family," 
The Carroll participants were said Bridget Maloney, junior. "l 
a part of about5,000Clevelanders thought it would be a good way to 
who walked 6.2 miles at show support and bring the 
Edgewater Park to raise $200,000. awareness of AIDS to the college 
The money will be used Lo sup- campus." 
port the HJV I AlDS serv ice pro- While the Carroll community 
Slesly Zeie:r 
The AIDS Walk '95 participants pictured above walked 6.2 miles last Sunday at Edgewater Park to 
raise money for various Cleveland organizations. 
participated in the AIDS Walk last 
year, Heckman said there was a 
much greater turnout this year 
and she hopes the number of 
walkers will continue to grow. 
"I hope next year we get twice 
as much participat ion as we did 
this year," Heckman said. "We've 
got some good students here at 
JCU, so I'm sure we will." 
Allyson Kosik said the AIDS 
Walk shows that people are will -
ing to open up their lives 10 AIDS. 
"It shows that people are will -
ing to d isregard stereotypes tore-
alize that people and families with 
AIDS have a lot to offer the world," 
she added. 
Theresa Kosik said the walk 
was a lot of fun, and it was nice 
that j ohn Ca rroll dedicated the 
walk to her father. 
"My mom was crying at the 
end," Theresa Kosik said. "She 
couldn't believe so many people 
would do something like th is for 
our family." 
JCU debate team wi first ·tourname ....... 
Carol 
Staff Report er 
The john Carroll University 
debate team o[ sophomore jeff 
Becherer and junior Manny 
Teitelbaum took fi rst place in the 
yea r's first tournament. 
Individually, Becherer and 
Teitelbaum placed founha ndsev-
enrh, respectively, in the tourna-
ment. 
Theydebatedon this year's na-
t iona l deba te topic which is 
whether the U.S. Government 
shou ld substan tialLy increase Jts 
security assistance to Egypt, Israel, 
jordan, the Palestinian National 
Authority and I or Syria. "This was 
the first time a jCU [debate) team 
has won a varsity-level to urna-
ment since the reb uilding pro-
gram began two years ago," said 
Brent Brossman, debate team di-
rector and assis tant professor of 
communications. 
Becherer a nd Teitelbaum won 
four of the six preliminary rounds 
in the University of Utah compe-
tit ion in order to qualify for finals. 
On the first day of thecompeti-
tion , the team had a little trouble 
but received some good construc-
tive criticism from Brossman, said 
Teitelbaum. 
A position on Bosnia, drafted 
by Brossman, helped the team win 
a lot of rounds, said Teitelbaum. 
"Without Brent, none of this would 
have happened ," said Teitelbaum. 
"His coaching is really wonderful, 
he works well with the debaters, 
and he knows how to get the de-
baters to live up to thei r poten-
tials." 
In the preliminaries, JCU de-
feated San Diego State in the first 
round, another San Diego State 
team in round three, a nd won 
round six against the Uni versity 
of Nevada Las Vegas, sa id 
Brossman. This ranking placed 
Becherer and Teitelbaum among 
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the top four teams at the tourna-
ment, and allowed them to par-
tici pate in single elimination de-
bates. 
In round one of the finals, the 
JCU debate team once again me t 
and defeated UNLV with a unt~nl­
mous decision of 3-0. "It was a 
decisive victo ry," said Brossman. 
"One judge described the win as 
being a spanking." 
The team then went on to win 
the final round against University 
of Southern California with a 2-1 
decision . 
"As the level of competition in-
creased, our debating became a lot 
better," said Teitelba urn. 
· The J CU debate team has 
scheduled between 12 and 14 ad-
ditiona l tournamen ts this year. 
The national championships will 
be the second week in April, said 
Brossman. 
After attending the national 
championsh ips last year, the team 
hopes to make it there again this 
year, said Teitelbaum. 
While Teitelbaum had no de-
bating experience prior to college, 
he said deba ting has become an 
obsession, and his lack of experi-
ence has helped his winnings. 
"l knew I liked to debate and l 
knew that it would become one of 
my m ajor extra-curricular activi-
ties in college," said Te itelba urn . "I 
am actually a t an advantage with 
little debating experience because 
I will not become burned out, and 
that focus is a benefit." 
Thej CU debate team did a lot 
of grow in g las t year, said 
Brossman. 
Currenrl y there are nine squad 
members among the JCU debat-
ers. These members do not com-
pete, but prepare for debates and 
help others practice. 
While Becherer a nd 
Teitelbaum compr i~ the only de-
bate team this semester, another 
team will form second semester. 
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Lubrizol Corp. chair highlights Mellen Series NEWS 
BRIEFS Lori Ruk Staff Reporter LesterE.Coleman.,chairmanof 
the board a nd chief executive of-
ficer of the Lubriz.ol Corpora tion, 
will discuss his company's corpo-
ra te stra tegy and management 
philosophy today at 5 p.m in the 
Confere nce Room of the D.]. 
Lombardo Student Center. 
Coleman's presentation begins 
the eleventh year of the Mellen 
Series. 
"The Mellen Series is designed 
to givejCU students, faculty, and 
their guests the opportunity to 
meet with the CEO's of major com-
panies," said Raj Agga rwal, the 
Ed ward ]. and Louise E. Mellen 
chair in finance. 
SECURITY 
continued from page 1 
nesson ca mpus. Thereport isalso 
required by The Campus Security 
Act, a federal law for all colleges or 
u nive rsities receiv ing fed era l 
funds. 
"Students are essenrially con -
sumers," she said. "It is important 
for them to know what thei r envi-
ronment is. We publish this to 
show what we're doing." 
Some students said that cam-
pus safety is something they take 
for granted. 
"l feel very safe," sa id Kelly 
MacEachen, freshman. "lf I ever 
needed to, I would just use the cam-
pus escort program." 
Any student or faculty mem-
ber can contact a campus escort 
bycallingcampussecurityat397-
4600. 
"If something is going on that 
seems risky or is just not right, ca II 
us," Ward said. "I hope students 
read the report and it is of use to 
students." 
The 
Carroll 
News 
Think about it. 
Would you like to design 
ads for this publication? 
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for more info. 
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Coleman was selected to speak 
as part of the Mellen Series be-
cause of his great success and the 
useful message he will share with 
rhe JCU community, Aggarwal 
said. 
He is a 1952 chemistry gradu-
ateoftheUniversityof Akron and 
received a Ph.D. in chemtstry from 
the Uni versi ty of Illinois in 1955. 
He started worki ng forLubrizol in 
l955as a resea rc h chemist and was 
elec ted chief execut ive officer in 
1978. He became a member ofthe 
Lubrizol Board of Directors in 197 4 
and was elected ch.airman in l 982. 
Coleman's resume includes 
serving as the Assistan t Head of 
Research and the Vice President 
of International Operations. In 
DOLAN 
continued from page 1 
"But, he wanted it to get more 
se rious, a lot more serious," Amy 
said. 
On Monday, Byrnes, Farrell, 
McCaffrey, and Fr. Richard P.Salmi, 
SJ, vice president for student af-
fairs, met, as usual, in order to dis-
cussanyoutof the ordinar y events 
from theweekend,Salmi said. The 
incident was discussed because it 
was out of theordinary,Salmi said. 
"!Salmi, Farrell, Byrnes, and I] 
talked about this [Monday]," 
McCaffreysaid. "Idon'tthink they 
were aware that anyone was in an 
uproar because we talked about if 
it was time to have meetings to 
dispel any rumors. It was felt at 
that time that it was not appropri-
ate. If things do ge t blown out of 
proportion, we wan t the proper 
information going out." 
Salmi said the incident was re-
ported directly to himself by cam-
pus security. 
"If there is anything out of the 
ordinary, (McCaffrey) makes a 
addition, he has been issued 34 
US. and 85 foreign patents. 
Lubrizol Corporation , head-
quartered in Wickliffe, Ohio, is a 
global leader inspecialtyadditi ves 
for various oils, lubricants, indus-
trial fluids and asphalts. It is a 
high-tech m ultina tiona 1 com-
pany that employs over 4 ,500 
people worldwide with rrumufac-
turing plants a nd research facili-
ties in 14 coun tries. 
Lubrizol's products are sold in 
over one hundred countries and 
non-U.S. sales are over half its to-
tal revenues. 
The company has also made 
successful capital invest ments in 
the bio-tech firmsGene ntech and 
Mycogen. 
point of contacting me," Salmi 
said. 
According to the 1995-96 Stu-
dent Handbook, the escort policy 
states that "no one may be in a 
resident hall in which they do not 
li veunlessescorted(accompanied 
by a resident of the building they 
are visiting)." 
Pham addressed the issue of the 
continua l breaking of the escort 
policy at the Sunday night meet-
ing, she sa id. 
"Tha t's w hy [Pham] called the 
meeting; because [the rna n in ques-
tion] had gotten in the building 
and wasn't with an escort," said 
Amy. "And, people have been do-
ing that all year." 
Residents remain a pprehen -
sive about the situation. 
"I was a !itt le scared after the 
meeting." said Dolan resident 
Michelle Bjel. "T hat l went 
rhe time I got up, it was 3:30 a.m. 
and I was scared to go up to my 
room alone ." 
Another Dola n resident, Mary 
Shaughnessy said, "It really 
AIDS: 
Students of all majors are in-
vited to attend today's presenta-
tion, said Aggarwal 
According to Aggarwal, st u-
dents will be able to use this pre-
sentation for networking pur-
poses. 
ln the past, students have used 
this series as an opportunity to 
gain information about the com-
pany and begin theinitial steps in 
their pb search 
Pau l Nungester, sen ior ac-
counting major, has attended pre-
vious presenta tions and recom-
mends it to other students. "It is a 
good cha nee for students to get, 
exposed to business leaders and to 
learn how these large corpora tions 
succeed," Nungester said. 
freaked me out." 
"There were a few incidents of 
people being let into the building, 
letting guys go to the bathroom 
without an escort," said Pham. 
"These girls should know by now." 
Salmi said he agreed that resi-
dents need to consider the reper-
cussions of len ing strangers into 
buildings. 
"I would echo[Phamslconcerns 
that as a campus community, we 
are far too lax about letting people 
into our buildings," he said. 
While Farrell feels that this was 
an isolated incident and expects 
no further problem, he added that 
he mtends to write a letter to the 
man in question to further em· 
phasize that he is not welcome on 
campus. 
"We have a history of stalking," 
Farrell said . "Fvery campus in the 
country does We're just real fc1 
we've got 2.000 k id re-
lationships which beg•n and they 
end." 
Editor 's note: jar Whalley con-
tributed to this art icle. 
i t won't kill you to talk about it 
Monroe France resigned as 
the junior class president at 
Tuesday's Student Union meet-
ing. "The reason !stepped down 
is bee a use my heart was no 
longerthere," Francesaid. "Helt 
I should open up the position 
for someone else who is inter-
ested." 
Ju nior Class Vice President 
Matt Hagan will become the 
new class president. Interviews 
are being taken for a new class 
vice president this week. 
Debate arose at Tuesday's 
St udent Umon meeting over an 
open off-campus senator posi-
tion for the sophomore class. 
Whet her the class officers made 
a reasonable attempt to fill the 
position with an off-campus 
sophomore before appointing 
someone from the class as a 
whole was que tioned. 
"There was a lot of discus-
sion," said John Cranley, SU 
president. "But in the end the 
senate passed a bill to appoint 
on -campus resident Allison 
Strcl l as a sophomore class off-
campus senator." 
The Warner Entertainment 
Association (WEA) will.give 
awayCDsand hostadJskjockey 
in the cafeteria tomorrow from 
12:30to2 p.m. Theevem isspon-
sored by W UJC and WEA in 
celebrauon of Cleveland's bi-
centennial 
urday. Buses will leave campus 
at I p.m. Tickets arc ava1lablc 
for $6in the Student Life Office. 
About 30 faculty a nd staff 
members volunteered to serve 
lunches to needy Clevelanders 
a t the Bishop Cosgrove Center 
downtown. 
Information on other service 
opportunities can be obtained 
from the Center for Commu-
nity Service, 397-1662. 
stay informed. stay safe. News Briefs were compiled by Cherie Shoczen,assistanl news edi-
tor. 
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Welfare overhaul leaves House and Senate at odds 
Amle Collo 
Asst. Int. News & Business Editor 
Last week, the Senate passed a 
welfare bill that would completey 
overhaul America'scurrent welfare 
system. With vote of 87-12, the 
Senate adopted legislation that 
would end a 60-year-old Ameri-
can policyguarameeingaid for the 
poor. 
The plan shifts the responsi-
bil ity of distribution of aid from 
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Rochester, NY 14692-2948 
OR CAU 1-Soo-692-8200 and ask for 
Operator 27'1· 
the nationalgovernment to the in-
dividual state governments 
through a new block gram plan. 
This program would replace the 
federal program, Aid to Families 
with Dependent Children, which 
pays lump-sums to states to be 
used for cash assistance for child 
care and general aid to the poor. 
The proposed system would sim-
ply give the states a block gram 
rather than matching the states' 
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expend itures on welfare, as the 
current system does. 
The new proposal is expected 
tocutwelfarespendingby$70mil-
lion over the next seven years. 
A drastic change in the pro-
gram is that recipients can only 
receive benefits for five years over 
their lifetime. In addition , the pro-
posed system would not guaran-
tee benefits solely on the basis of 
American citizenship or of new 
immigrant SLatus. 
The system also favors states 
that decrease the number of out-
of-wedlock births in an attempt 
toeliminateabuse with in the pro-
gram. 
The Senate proposal is harsh in 
companson to the current welfare 
system, however, it stands modest 
relative to the House version. 
The House proposed to totally 
deny some benefits to new immi-
grants who have not become citi-
zens. 
The House also proposed to 
deny benefits to women who have 
additional children while they are 
on assistance and teenagers who 
have babies out of wedlock. The 
Senate plan also provides $8 bil-
lion for child care to assist moth-
ers who are forced to work. 
Although the Senate bill passed 
with on! y 12 opponents, those op-
ponents are adamant that it will 
only hurt women and children 
and force them farther into pov-
erty. 
Opponents argue that people 
would be forced to go to shelters 
which are more expensive to sub-
sidize than the current welfare 
system. 
Some of theotheropponentsin 
the Senate think tha t the bill 
would hurt struggling families 
more,reinforcing the vicious cycle 
of poverty and the difficulties in 
rebounding from welfare. 
One of the staunch opponents 
to the bill is 1\linois senator Carol 
Moseley-Braun, a democrat, who 
feels that the bill will be a "giant 
step backwards." 
Lauren Bowen, professor of po-
litical science at john CArroll 
University, has some of the same 
sentimems of Moseley-Braun. 
Bowen said that giving control 
to the states in the form of block 
grants would ultimately be detri-
mental because the temptation to 
create a program with the least 
aid possible would be more likely. 
In add it ion, despite popular opin-
ion, the majority of welfare recipi-
ents move off of the system after 
five years anyway, said Bowen. 
The challenge now lies in the 
Conference Committee's attempt 
to reconcile the two bills in order 
to create a bill that will not be 
vetoed by President Clinton 
The inconsistencies between 
the two bills have the potential to 
cause the Conference Committee 
to face a difficult task of creating a 
compromising bill. 
F,or example, the House version 
contains a plan for a family cap. 
Many conservatives demand this 
type of provision. The House bill 
requires states to keep 80 percent 
of their programs over the next 
five years, whereas the Senate does 
not hold any time limitations on 
the states' programs. 
The House and Senate face a 
great challenge in appropriating 
a bill that will be agreed on by 
both chambers of the legislature, 
while still at tern pting to make sig-
nificant changes to a system that 
is full of waste and discrimina-
tion. 
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A jet carryia.g House Speaker Newt Gia.grkh, his wife, 
and two bodyguards collided with two geese on takeoff from a 
small Michigan airport Monday as the plane slid off rheend of the 
runway after the pilot aborted the takeoff No one aboard the was 
injured, but Federal Aviation Administration spokeswoman sa1d 
one of the Cessna 550's engines were damaged. The plane was 
taking off from Mackinac Island, whenonegoosewassucked into 
the right engine and hit the left wmg. The plane was owned by 
Meijer Inc., a grocery chain based in Grand Rapids, Mich1gan. The 
airport has no tower or air traffiCking facilities. 
Pope impacts Baltimore's 
economy with visit 
Praiclent Clinton is raismg money for his re-election cam-
paign faster than any other presidential candidate in history. By 
the end of the month, after jU5l5 and a half months of active fund 
raising, the not yet announced Chnton-Gort> ticker expects to 
have ratsed $19 million in individual campaign contributions. 
Mexican pollee have arrested one of the men suspected of 
shooting Roman Catholic Church Cardinal Juan jesus Posadas 
Ocampo in the city of Guadalajara in 1993. In Newark, NJ., a 
federal magistrate rejected a second bid by Mexico and the U.S. to 
extradite ex-prosecutor Mario Rulz Massieu to Mextco on em-
bezzlement charges. Fem Shen 
(c) 1995, The Washington Post 
BALTIMORE -Just how tacky 
are some Maryland entrepreneurs 
prepared to be in the interest of 
prying a little profit outgf the$26 
million likely to be generated by 
Pope john Paul II's visit next 
month? 
Souvenir shops a \ready are sell-
inga Miracle Mug-fill it with boil-
ing water and the papal visage 
appears over the Baltimore sky-
line. 
One bar is thinking of sending 
its six-foot-tall Pickle Man mas-
cot out on the street wearing a 
peakeCl pope's hat And then there's 
the T-shirton which a serene Holy 
Father armed with a can of Old 
Bay seasoning and a fistful of crab 
mallets blesses a multitude of blue 
crabs, whose claws are raised 
prayerfully to the heavens, saying, 
"Go forth and multiply!" 
• At first , we drew the design 
with the pope holding a National 
Bohemian beer in his hand, but 
we took a little poll and decided it 
was sacrilegious," said Damien 
Russell, owner and designer of 
Mullethead Designs, who hopes 
tose\142dozenshinsin the weeks 
preceding the Ocr. 8 visit. 
"We don't mind the playful 
stuff, like the crab shirt. There's 
no bad intent there,"said Bill Blaul, 
a spokesman for the Archdiocese 
of Baltimore. "The designer sent it 
tomeandaskedif we'd useit ... and 
we might have, .except we made 
the decision not to use the pope's 
image in our official products." 
Some are going the risque route, 
others are taking the reverent ap-
proach and many are staying 
safely low-key, but no one seems 
to be ignoring the potential eco-
nomicimpactof the throngs com-
ing to Baltimore for the first-ever 
visit here by the leader of the Ro-
man Catholic church. 
"Cal Ri pken'sday was a big day, 
but the pope's will be way bigger," 
said sidewalk souvenir peddler 
James Alderson, referring to the 
crowd of 300,000 that came to 
Baltimore earlier this month to 
celebrate when the Baltimore Ori-
oles shortstop broke Lou Gehrig's 
consecutive-games record. 
Some others agree. Although 
state officials and the Archdiocese 
of Baltimore predict that crowds 
will approach the size of the 
Ripken celebration, hoteliers and 
restaurateurs are bracing for many 
more. 
"I'm expecting a million to a 
million and a half people," said 
Bob White, director of marketing 
for the Marriott hotel on the pope's 
parade route in downtown Balti-
more. "This will make Cal's day, in 
terms of numbers in the city, look 
small." 
The Marriott, which is filling 
fast for the weekend of the visit, is 
hiring extra staff and preparing 
for big crowds in its lobby and lots 
of brunch customers in its restau-
rant. "The whole area is seeing an 
impact from the pope's visit," 
White said. 
Gil Stotler, assistant director for 
tourism and promotion at the Bal-
timore Area Convention and Visi-
tors Center, said: "l hear numbers 
like 300,000 and 500,000 and 
700,000 and a million, and it's 
scary. Where ... are they going to 
go? The biggest numbers we've 
ever experienced in this town are 
half a million for some of our pa-
rades." 
Hotel, motel and campground 
managers from northern suburbs 
south to the Washingtonareasaid 
they still had a few vacancies bur 
were filling up fast with reserva-
tions for the papal weekend. As of 
Friday, Stotler said, about 800 
rooms were unreserved, out of the 
5,600 available in the city. 
With so many people coming 
to see the pope, it's inevitable that 
rogue merchandisers will be 
hawking unauthorized pope 
memorabilia. 
Russia's state TV network drooped a twice-monthly pro-
gram by writer Solzhenitsyn, triggering charges by his wife that 
the government wants tostiflecmictsm., The former Soviet dissi-
dent has used the program to air his views on society and corrupt 
policy makers. 
Work vs. Play. Americans place less importance on their jobs 
in comparison to how workers of other countrl~ perceiw their 
job importance. According toa40-nationsunoqr byllopperStarch 
Worldwide, only 39 percent(){~~~ rated work 
mm:tm~r~Jeis.d.comp..eilwlth72J*CenrfnBrull, 
6Nt in the Philippines and 6l percent in Saudi ArabiL 
World Briefs were compiled by Int. News & Business Editor. 
Gina M. Girardot, wt th the aid~fwi re wu rces 
When the pontiff visited Den-
ver two years ago, among items 
offered for sale were big foam pa-
palmiter hats and pope-on-a-rope 
soap.Onemicrobrewerywhipped 
up a batch of commemorative 
b~fn:alb!d A~ -·-·~,i'l-1!11111• - ,..,...,. "e• ' .;- w 
ln the New York/New Jersey 
region, where john Paul will be-
gin this year's visit on Oct. 4 , there 
already are. officially endorsed 
wristwatches with the pope'sface, 
Pope Visit mineral water botdes 
and $4 papal hologram book-
marks. 
In Baltimore, organizers are 
hoping to preserve a little more 
dignity by endorsing a select few 
products emblazoned with an un-
derstated logo that does not in-
clude the pontiff 's image. 
"The archdiocese did not be-
lieve in marketing the visit in that 
way. They wanted to keep it at a 
certain class level, if you know 
what I mean," said Elizabeth 
Ganzi, director of operations for 
the archdiocese's Papal Visit Of-
fice. 
Still, the official logo will ap-
pear on T-shirts, sweat shirts, golf 
shirts, baseball caps, coffee mugs, 
rote bags, water bottles, handker-
chiefs, lapel pins, buttonsand pen-
nants, Ganzi said. Some items al-
ready are available by mail order 
and at shops in Harborplace, in 
somedowntown hotelsand at Bal-
timore-Washingron International 
Airport, Ganzi said. 
On the day of the visit, official 
souvenirs will be sold by the city's 
licensed street souvenir carts and 
by 32 specially licensed vendors 
along the parade route. 
The archdiocese has endorsed 
a $16.95 video commemorating 
the Pope's visit. 
The film includes the pope's 
address, reactions in the crowd, 
and shots of people prepanng for 
the visit by readying the altar and 
erecting a cross in Camden Yards. 
"We'll have all the Kodak mo-
ments," said Keith Griffen, vice 
president and executive producer 
of Big Shot Productions, which is 
making the film. 
Proceeds from the video and 
merchandise sales wilt help de-
fray the cost of the visit. 
Blaul,alsoaspokesman fort he 
Papal Visit Office, declined to say 
what percentage of sales would 
go to the archdiocese or whether 
the Orioles organization would re-
ceive a percentage of the sales of 
..,.,., ..... '"". ··~"""'·'""' ..... ~. 
merchand1se sold in the stadtum 
"After the visit is over, there 
will be a full accounting by the 
cardinal,"Blaul said. "We want to 
concentrate our efforts right now 
on the jc1b at hand." 
To that end, church officials 
have decided not to try to sup-
pressanyof the less-than-solemn 
incarnations of His Holiness. "It's 
a free country," Ganzi said. "It's 
not worth our time to protest it." 
That has not stopped a few 
area Catholics from objecting to 
items such as the joke mugs, crab 
T-shirtsand billboards for a Balti-
more radio station on which a 
blissful pontiff is wearing head-
phones and listening to rock mu-
sic under the slogan "Father 
Knows Best." 
"To those people I say, 'If the 
pope himself saw this stuff, he'd 
probably buy it,' " said Charlie 
Zeitler, of Ellicou City, who likes 
the crab T-shirts and sold 15 of 
them last summer at a Knights of 
Columbus crab feast. "He's got a 
sense of humor." 
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Welfare overhaul leaves House and Senate at odds 
Amle Coli 
Asst. Int. News & Business Editor 
Last week, the Senate passed a 
welfare bill that would com pletey 
overhaul America'scurrent welfare 
system. With vote of 87-12, the 
Senate adopted legislation that 
would end a 60-year-old Ameri-
can policyguaranteeingaid fonhe 
poor. 
The plan shifts the responsi-
bility of distribution of aid from 
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OR CALL 1-8oo-69Z-8zoo and ask for 
Operator 2711· 
the nationalgovernment to the in-
dividual state governments 
through a new block grant plan. 
This program would replace the 
federal program, Aid to Families 
with Dependent Children, which 
pays lump-sums to states to be 
used for cash assistance for child 
care and general aid to the poor. 
The proposed system would sim-
ply give the states a block grant 
rather than matching the states' 
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expenditures on welfare, as the 
current system does. 
The new proposal is expected 
tocutwelfarespendingby$70mil-
lion over the next seven years. 
A drastic change in the pro-
gram is that recipients can only 
receive benefits for five years over 
their lifetime. ln addition, the pro-
posed system would not guaran-
tee benefits solely on the basis of 
American citizenship or of new 
immigrant status. 
The system also favors states 
that decrease the number of out -
of-wedlock births in an attempt 
toeliminateabuse with in the pro-
gram. 
The Senate proposalis harsh in 
comparison to the current welfare 
system, however, it stands modest 
relative to the House version. 
The House proposed to totally 
deny some benefits to new immi-
grants who have not become citi-
zens. 
The House also proposed to 
deny benefits to women who have 
additional children while they are 
on assistance and teenagers who 
have babies om of wedlock. The 
Senate plan also provides $8 bil-
lion for child care to assist moth-
ers who are forced to work. 
Although the Senate bill JY<ISsed 
with only 12 opponents, those op-
ponents are adamant that it will 
only hurt women and children 
and force them farther into pov-
erty. 
Opponents argue that people 
would be forced to go to shelters 
which are more expensive tosub-
sid ize than the current welfare 
system. 
Some of the other opponenES in 
the Senate think that the bill 
would hurt struggling families 
more, reinforcing the vicious cycle 
of poverty and the difficulties in 
rebounding from welfare. 
One of the staunch opponents 
to the bill is Illinois senator Carol 
Moseley-Braun, a democrat, who 
feels that the bill will be a "giant 
step backwards." 
Lauren Bowen, professor of po-
litical science at john CArroll 
University, has some of the same 
sentiments of Moseley-Braun. 
Bowen said that giving control 
to the states in the form of block 
grants would ultimately be detri-
mental because the temptation to 
create a program with the least 
aid possible would be more likely. 
In addition, despite popular opin-
ion, the majority of welfare recipi-
ents move off of the system after 
five years anyway, said Bowen. 
The challenge now lies in the 
Conference Committee's attempt 
to reconcile the two bills in order 
to create a bill that will not be 
vetoed by President Clinton. 
The inconsistencies between 
the two bills have the potential to 
cause the Conference Committee 
to faceadifficulttaskof creatinga 
compromising bill. 
Fprexample, the House version 
contains a plan for a family cap. 
Many conservatives demand this 
type of provision. The House bill 
requires states to keep 80 percent 
of their programs over the next 
five years, whereas the Senate does 
not hold any time limitations on 
the states' programs. 
The House and Senate face a 
great challenge in appropriating 
a bill that will be agreed on by 
both chambers of the legislature, 
whilestillattem pting to make sig-
nificant changes to a system that 
is full of waste and discrimina-
tion 
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A jet carryiq HoUK Speaker Newt Gin&rich. his wife, 
and two bodyguards colhded with two geese on takeoff from a 
small Michiganairport Monday as the plane slid off the end of the 
runway after rhe pilot aborted the takeoff. Noone aboard the was 
injured. but Federal Aviation Administration spokes'M>man sa1d 
one of the Cessna 5505 engm.es were damaged. The plane was 
taking off from Mackinac Island, whenonegoosewassucked into 
the nght engine and hit the left wing. The plane was owned by 
Meijer Inc., a grocery chain based in Grand Rapids, M ic h tga n. The 
airport has no tower or air trafficking facilities. 
Pope impacts Baltimore's 
economy with visit 
Praideut Clinton is raismg money for his re-elecnon cam-
paign faster than any other presidential candidate in history. By 
the end of the month,afterjust5anda half months of activdund 
raising. the not yet announced Clinton-Gore ticket expects to 
have ratsed $19 million in individual campaign contributions. 
Mexican pollee have arrested one of the men suspected o( 
shooting Roman Catholic Church Cardinal Juan Jesus Posadas 
Ocampo in the City of Guadalajara in 1993. In Newark. Nj., a 
federal magistrate rejected a second bid by Mexico and the U.S. to 
extradite ex-prosecutor Mario Rulz Massieu to Mexico on em-
bezzlement charges. Fern Shan 
(c) 1995, The Washington Post 
BALTIMORE -Just how tacky 
are some Maryland entrepreneurs 
prepared to be in the interest of 
prying a little profitout<;>f the $26 
million likely to be generated by 
Pope john Paul ll's visit next 
month? 
Souvenirshopsalreadyaresell-
ingaMiracleMug-fill it with boil-
ing water and the papal visage 
appears over the Baltimore sky-
line. 
One bar is thinking of sending 
its six-foot-tall Pickle Man mas-
cot out on the street wearing a 
peaked pope'shai.Andthen there's 
the T-shinon which a serene Holy 
Father armed with a can of Old 
Bay seasoning and a fistful of crab 
mallets blesses a multitude of blue 
crabs, whose claws are raised 
prayerfully to the heavens, saying, 
"Go forth and multiply!" 
"At first, we drew the design 
with the pope holding a National 
Bohemian beer in his hand, but 
we took a little poll and decided it 
was sacrilegious," said Damien 
Russell, owner and designer of 
Mullethead Designs, who hopes 
tosell42dozenshinsin the weeks 
preceding the Oct. 8 visit. 
"We don't mind the playful 
stuff, like the crab shirt. There's 
no bad intent there," said Bill Blaul, 
a spokesman for the Archdiocese 
of Baltimore. "The designer sent it 
tomeandaskedif we'd useit ... and 
we might have, except we made 
the decision not to use the pope's 
image in our official products." 
Some are going the risque route, 
others are taking the reverent ap-
proach and many are staying 
safely low-key, bur no one seems 
to be ignoring the potential eco-
nomic impact of the throngs com-
ing to Baltimore for the first-ever 
visit here by the leader of the Ro-
man Catholic church. 
"CalRipken'sday was a big day, 
but the pope's will be way bigger," 
said sidewalk souvenir peddler 
james Alderson, referring to the 
crowd of 300,000 that came to 
Baltimore earlier this month to 
celebrate when the Baltimore Ori-
oles shortstop broke Lou Gehrig's 
consecutive-games record. 
Some others agree. Although 
stateofficialsand the Archdiocese 
of Baltimore predict that crowds 
will approach the size of the 
Ripken celebranon, hoteliers and 
1'15taurateursare bradngformany 
more. 
"I'm expecting a million to a 
million and a half people," said 
Bob White, director of marketing 
for the Marriott hotel on the pope's 
parade route in downtown Balti-
more. "This will makeCal'sday, in 
terms of numbers in the city, look 
small" 
The Marriott, which is filling 
fast for the weekend of the visit, is 
hiring extra staff and preparing 
[or big crowds in its lobby and lots 
of brunch customers in its rest au-
rant. "The whole area is seeing an 
impact from the pope's visit," 
White said. 
Gil Stotler, assistant director for 
tourism and promotion atthe Bal-
timore Area Convention and Visi-
tors Center, said: "I hear numbers 
like 300,000 and 500,000 and 
700,000 and a million, and it's 
scary. Where ... are they going to 
go? The biggest numbers we've 
ever experienced in this town are 
half a million for some of our pa-
rades." 
Hotel, motel and campground 
managers from northern suburbs 
south to the Washington area said 
they still had a few vacancies but 
were filling up fast with reserva-
tions for the papal weekend. As of 
Friday, Stotler said, about 800 
rooms were unreserved, out of the 
5,600 a11ailable in the city. 
With so many people coming 
to see the pope, it's inevitable that 
rogue merchandisers will be 
hawking unauthorized pope 
memorabilia. 
Russia's state TV network drooped a twice-monthly pro-
gram by writer Solzhenltsyn, triggering charges by his wife that 
the government wants to stiflecnticism., The former Soviet dissi-
dent has used the program to air his views on society and corrupt 
policy makers. 
Work vs. Play. Americans place less importance on tlteir jobs 
in comparison ro how workers of other countrlts perceiVe their 
jobimportance.Accordingtoa -+0-nadon~byB.opperSWch 
Worldwide, only 39 pel'Cel}tciA~ns  mted work 
nta«ilnpol11.ptt•lcisuli,compaiidwfdt72pcrcenrfn"BiUU, 
6Aiin theJitdltppinesand 61 percent in Saudi Arabia. 
World Briefs were compiled by Int. News & Business Editor. 
Gina M. Girardot, w1lh the aid of wirt sou.rw •. 
When the pontiff visited Den-
ver two years ago, among items 
offered for sale were big foam pa-
pal miter hats and pope-on-a-rope 
soap.Onernicrobrewerywhipped 
up a batch of commemorative 
-bn!livfttll'tml Ale Milly. -~~~~~~~~!1!11!111 
In the New York/New Jersey 
region, where John Paul will be-
gin this year's visit on Oct. 4,there 
already are. officially endorsed 
wristwatches with the pope's fate, 
Pope Visit mineral water bottles 
and $4 papal hologram book-
marks. 
In Baltimore, organizers are 
hoping to preserve a little more 
dignity by endorsing a select few 
products emblazoned with an un-
derstated logo that does not in-
clude the pontiff's image. 
"The archdiocese did not be-
lieve in marketing the visit in that 
way. They wanted to keep it at a 
certain class level, if you know 
what I mean," said Elizabeth 
Ganzi, director of operations for 
the archdiocese's Papal Visit Of-
fice. 
Still, the official logo will ap-
pear on T-shirts, sweat shirts, goH 
shirts, baseball caps, coffee mugs, 
tote bags, water bottles, handker-
chiefs, lapel pins, buttons and pen-
nants, Ganzi said. Some items al-
ready are available by mail order 
and at shops in Harborplace, in 
some downtown hotels and atBal-
timore-Washington International 
Airport, Ganzi said. 
On the day of the visit, official 
souvenirs will be sold by the city's 
licensed street souvenir carES and 
by 32 specially licensed vendors 
along the parade route. 
The archdiocese has endorsed 
a $16.95 video commemorating 
the Pope's visit. 
The film includes the pope's 
address, reactions in the crowd, 
and shots of people preparing for 
the visit by readying the altar and 
erecting a cross in Camden Yards. 
"We'll have all the Kodak mo-
ments," said Keith Griffen, vice 
president and executive producer 
of Big Shot Productions, which is 
making the film . 
Proceeds from the video and 
merchandise sales wi.ll help de-
fray the cost of the visit. 
Bla ul, also a spokesman fort he 
Papal Visit Office, declined to say 
what percentage of sales would 
go to the archdiocese or whether 
the Orioles organization wouldre-
ceive a percentage of the sales of 
merchandise sold m the ~tad !Urn. 
"After the visit is over, there 
will be a full accounting by the 
cardinal," Blaul said. "We want to 
concentrate our efforES rlght now 
on the jdb at hand." 
To that end, church officials 
have decided not to try to sup-
pressanyof the less-than-solemn 
incarnations of His Holiness. "It's 
a free country," Ganzi said. "It's 
not worth our rime to protest it." 
That has not stopped a few 
area Catholics from objecting to 
items such as the joke mugs, crab 
T-shirtsand billboards fora Balti-
more radio station on which a 
blissful pontiff is wearing head-
phones and listening to rock mu-
sic under the slogan "Father 
Knows Best." 
"To those people 1 say, 'If the 
pope himself saw this stuff, he'd 
probably buy it,' " said Charlie 
Zeitler, of Ellicott City, who likes 
the crab T-shirts and sold 15 of 
them last summer at a Knights of 
Columbus crab feast. "He's got a 
sense of humor.• 
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Youth and experience 
combine for sucess on 
95-96 dance team 
Margaret Znldarslc 
Assistant Features Editor 
A strong concrete foundation is essen-
tial for any structure to last. Success is no 
different. 
Built on a foundation of talent and youth, 
the 1995 John Carroll University Dance 
Team has begun construction for the future. 
Of the eleven members of this year's 
ream, five are freshmen, each with an aver-
age of ten year's experience. 
Senior Laura Csizmar, current Dance 
Team director, has been a member since her 
freshman year. She referred to these new-
comers as "incredible" and is confident 
about the years ahead. 
"We have starred many new things this 
year that we hope the new members will 
help to carry on," said Csizmar. 
Csizmar said that they are able to con-
centrate on technique more this year be-
cause of the talent and experience of this 
ream. They have also purchased new uni-
forms and hope to present a professional 
image. 
She believes that the freshmen comple-
ment the talent and experience of the older 
members. "They each have their own style 
and have the ability toadaptto rhesrylesof 
the rest of the team ," said Csizmar. "It really 
creates a great effect our on the field or on 
the floor." 
Freshman member Rochelle Nowinski 
has twelve years studio experience in rap, 
ballet and jazz. She was also a member of 
the St. Ignatius Flag Corp m high schooL 
Her sister, Roseanne, was a member in 1988 
and Rochelle remembers watching her and 
wanting to be apart of the ream herself. 
Rochelle feels verywelcomeand praised 
the unity of the members. "The best part," 
said Nowinski, "is that everyone reall yworks 
together as a team .• 
Led by Carla Zirker and Michelle Barber, 
both professional choreographers and 
members of the Dee Hill ier Dance Com-
pany, the dance team performs at halftime 
atJCU football and basketball games. 
The dance team was originally created 
to increase attendance at basketball games. 
The next year the team began to also per-
form for football games. 
The team receives agreatdealof support 
from the football and basketball teams and 
works with them on fund raisers. They also 
get a lot of positive feedback from the Stu-
dent Union, faculty and students. 
In addition to JCU, the dance team has 
performed at Metropolis (now Trilogy) in 
the flats , the Cleveland State Convocation 
Center for a Cleveland Crunch game, the 
Gund Arena at the December 1994 Gatorade 
Shoot Out and competed at the 1992 Na-
tional Cheerleaders Association Collegiate 
Dance Team Competition. Csizmar said 
that they hope to compete again this year. 
In order to become a member of the 
dance team, students must go through a 
competitive try out process in which they 
are judged by professional dancers. The 
judges change each year and the students 
musttryouteach year as if they were brand 
new. 
This year, 28 women tried out and 11 
From left to right, top row: Mackenzie Toth, Janey Price, Shaena Welsh, Emily 
Havelka, Rochelle Nowinski, JoAnna Maiorano, Gina Marangoni. Bottom row: 
Laura Csizmar, Eileen Williams, Nicole Radu. Not Pictured: Patty Nowak. 
were chosen: two seniors, three juniors, one 
sophomore and five freshmen. 
They practice Tuesday through Sunday 
nights for about l l/2 hours per night. 
CoachesZirkerand Barber choreograph the 
dances, but the members have input into 
what works and what doesn't. 
Senior member joAnna Maiorano has 
also been involved with the dance team 
since her freshman year. She feels that this 
year's ream displays a real sense of disci-
pline. "They are continuing with the strong 
work ethic and professionalism that we ex-
perienced my freshman year." said 
Maiorano. 
Both Maiorano and Csizmar feel that 
they will be leaving the team at the end of 
this year in good hands. 
"I feel confident about the future of this 
team," said Csizmar. "With so much youth, 
talent and experience, I know that this team 
can only get stronger." 
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from Dad is a 
litHe late, call 
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JCU groamd's crew leaves its mark 
Expert landscapers love to hear compliments and are "in it for the glory" 
Patrick Carey 
Staff Reporter 
The John Carroll campus con-
sists of sixty acres of trees, flower 
beds and buildings. The Physical 
Plant office is responsible for the 
upkeep as well as improvement of 
rh is entire area. 
The fifteen full-time mainte-
nance and five full-time grounds 
crews put in forty hours a week to 
makeJCU a beautiful and pleas-
ant place to visit, live, and study. 
This past summer, the grounds 
crew completed two major 
projects. A five man crew, with 
help from fifteen college students, 
co:J.structed a new flower bed be-
hind Dolan Hall and a new wall-
scape beh.ind Campion and East 
Hallls. Both of these flower ar-
rangements were designed by Ken 
Majewski- a professional land-
sea per and JCU Grounds Foreman. 
Also involved in the decision to 
developthesetwoareasof campus 
were John Realy, Vice President of 
Services, and jerry Custer, the Di-
rector of Physical Plant. 
The maintenance and grounds 
crews are an important part of life 
hereatJCU. Notonlydotheymake 
life pleasant for students who 
spend nine months of the year 
here, but they also keep the cam-
pus looking beautiful for the resi 
dents of University Heights who 
like to walkthrough the campus a 
yearround. Whydotheydothis? 
"It's what we've been trained to 
do," answered Majewski. 
He and Custer both said that 
they enjoy the compliments th.ey 
receive, as well as the appearance 
of the campus after their work is 
completed. 
The ground crew's work also 
makes a big fi rst impression on 
prospecnve students. They agree 
that their effons play an impor-
tant role in the admissions pro-
cess. 
"They (V ISiting students and 
the admissions staff) appreciate 
the work that goes inro· it," said 
Custer, "Theca m pus has a soft a p-
pearance It's just like home." 
This goal of impressing parents 
and students continues through-
out the entire year. A recent project 
involved the planting of the 
bright! y colored flowers ca lied 
mums around Pacelli. Why, one 
m1ght ask, would someone plant 
new f lowers now when the 
weather IS starting to turn cold 
Marriot making changes for students 
Marla Trlvlsonno 
Staff Reporter 
It was the first day of classes 
here at john Carroll and students 
were busy getting back into the 
swing of things. They had a few 
classes in the morning, rook a peek 
at the new library wing, or maybe 
strolled through theO'MalleyCen-
ter. Finally. it was time for lunch. 
They walked into the cafeteria 
and- wait a minute! Something 
Low-fat items were the biggest 
request on the survey and led di-
rectly to the formation of the Lean 
Streaks line. Responses also led to 
improvements in regular items. 
"The fact that many students 
liked the pasta line from last year 
made us want to give it a fresher, 
made-to-order look. That's how 
we got Pasta Pronto," said 
Bahnfleth. The traditional line 
and the grill are still extremely 
popular, he 
added. 
plaints, however, "They got rid of 
some of the cereal and maybe they 
should have two traditional lines 
because that line isalwaysso long." 
Reaction to the cafeteria was 
also mixed for Sophomore Kristie 
Kontak. She praised the cafeteria 
for posting health information and 
for the larger selection of food, bur 
had one complaint. 
"There's more variety, but it's 
more confusing," Kontak sa1d. 
"They should post a menu so we 
don't have to walk r rom line to 
line [to see what is being served\," 
she said. 
Bahnfleth said that these reac-
tions are typical of the student re-
sponses generated by the new 
changes. 
Students enjoy the popular chicken patty 
sandwiches everyday in the Fire House Grill line. 
TheSubito 
Pizza line has 
been a setback 
sofarthisyear, 
s a i d 
Bahnfleth, 
mainly be-
cause of com-
plaints about 
the sauce. 
Therefore , 
samples will 
be a va i la ble , 
possiblytothe 
student food 
committee, to 
make sure 
"When you do these kind of 
sweeping changes, you try to pre-
dict as much as possible what's 
going to happen," Bahnferh said, 
"We spaced the lines out thinking 
the pasta line and the Lean Streaks 
line wouldn't have been as popu-
lar as they are and therefore, gave 
them a shorter path." 
Changes will be made in the 
near future. Tfle.pasta line will be 
expanded to include twocooksand 
will be moved to themiddleof the 
main cafeteria. Marrier is also 
working on getting more contain-
ers for cereal said Bahnfleth. 
was different from last year. 
"The changes were all a re-
sponse to the surveys taken last 
spring," said Matt Bahnfleth, op-
erations manager of the cafeteria. 
"After those results were tabu-
Jared, we as a management team 
initially decided to make changes 
that were going to affect the cus-
tomers in a positive way," he said. 
that the quality of the pizza im-
proves. 
What do JCU students think 
about the new cafeteria changes? 
"I really like the pasta line," said 
Junior Genevieve Volpe. "There's 
more variety, it's available all the 
time and it'salwaysfreshand hot," 
she added. 
Volpe also had some com-
ORielly's 
He added that students should 
make their suggestions known as 
Marriot wants to please irs cus-
tomers and as Bahnflerh said, "It's 
a continual growing process." 
15 cent wings Wednesdays and Sundays 
20% discount on all food to 
all Carroll students, faculty and staff 
Guiness, Murphy,s, Harp, Double DiarTl()f'Xj, Woodpecker, 
andWhatneys by the pint and 1/2 pint 
Rolling Rock Draft Specials! 
11 am. -2 am.- lunch and dinner 
kitchen closes at 11 p.m. 
free parking at rear of building 
13962 Cedar Road 
321-9356 
and autumn is quickly approach-
ing? 
"Mums are more cold tolerant ,~ 
explained Majewski."Theyarejust 
starting to bloom now and should 
remain until around Thanksgiv-
mg." Tne main 
reason these 
flowers were 
planted, though, 
was m anticipa-
tion of the up-
coming parents 
weekend. "We 
like tohavesome 
color for parent's 
weekend ," 
MaJewski said. 
The grounds 
crew was also re-
sponsible for set-
ting up the cam-
pus fort he home-
comingfesriviries. Last week, they 
could be seen setting up banners 
and homecoming paraphernlllia 
all over cam pus, preparing for the 
influx of the hundreds of alumni 
andsupporterswhowould visited 
the campus this past weekend. 
Homecoming, however, 1s not 
the crew's biggest project. "Our 
biggest show is commencement." 
said Majewski. 
Correct ion: 
With the hours of work that go 
into this, it's no wonder Majewski 
answers that June is his favonte 
time of the year. ·commencement 
is over and things start to quiet 
down," he explained. 
After com mencemen t , the 
crew begins work on the major 
projects to further improve the 
lookofthe campus. Amongchese 
projects 1soneslated for some work 
in front of Murphy llall and 
Majewski can't wait for everyone 
to see ir. 
"We're m it for the g lory," he 
said, "It's the compliments that 
keep you going." 
In the article entitled 'New English professor bnngs his Latin 
American expertise' in the September 14,1995 issue stated that Pedro 
San Antonio was teaching the firts Latin American course ever at . 
JCU The text should have read that San Antonio's class was the first 
offered m translation by the Fnglish department. 
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tournament: it begins next weeld 
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Youth ard experience 
combine for sucess on 
95-96 dance team 
Margaret Znldarslc 
Assistant Features Ed1tor 
A strong concrete foundation is essen-
tial for any structure to last. Success is no 
different. 
Built on a foundation of talent and youth, 
the 1995 John Carroll Un iversity Dance 
Team has begun construction for the future. 
Of the eleven members of this yea r's 
team, five aref reshmen, each with an aller-
age of ten year's experience. 
Senior Laura Csizmar, current Dance 
Team director, has been a member since her 
freshman year. She referred to these new-
comers as "incredible" and is confident 
about the years ahead . 
"We have started many new things this 
year that we hope the new members will 
help to car ry on," said Csizmar. 
Csizmar said that they are able to con-
centrate on technique more this year be-
cause of the talent and experience of this 
team. They have also purchased new uni-
forms and hope to present a professional 
image. 
She believes that the freshmen comple-
ment the talent and experience of the older 
members. "They each have their own style 
and have the ability to adapt to the styles of 
the rest of the team," said Csizmar "It really 
creates a grea t effec t out on the field or on 
the floor." 
Freshman member Rochelle Nowinski 
has twelve years studio expenence in tap, 
ballet and jazz. She was also a member of 
the St. Ignatius Flag Corp in high school. 
Her sister, Roseanne, was a member in 1988 
and Rochelle remembers watching her and 
wanting to be apart of the team herself. 
Rochellefeelsverywelcome and praised 
the unity of the members. "The best pa rt," 
sa1d Nowinski, "is that everyone really works 
together as a team." 
Led byCarlaZirkerand Michelle Barber, 
both professional choreographers and 
members of the Dee Hillier Dance Com-
pany, the dance team performs at halftime 
atJCU football and basketball games. 
The dance team was originally created 
to increase attendance at basketball games. 
The next year the team began to also per-
form for football games. 
The team receivesagreatdealof support 
from the football and basketball teams and 
works with them on fund raisers. They also 
get a lot of positive feedback from the Stu-
dent Union, faculty and students. 
In addition to JCU, the dance team has 
performed at Metropolis (now Trilogy) in 
the flats, the Cleveland State Convocation 
Center for a Cleveland Crunch game, the 
Gund A rena at the December l994Gatorade 
Shoot Out and competed at the 1992 Na-
tional Cheerleaders Association Collegiate 
Dance Team Competition. Csizmar said 
that they hope to compete again this year. 
In order to become a member of the 
dance team, students must go through a 
competitive try out process in which they 
are judged by professional dancers. The 
judges change each year and the students 
musttryouteach year as if they were brand 
new. 
This year, 28 women tried out and ll 
From left to right, top row: Mackenzie Toth, Janey Price, Shaena Welsh, Emily 
Havelka, Rochelle Nowinski, JoAnna Maiorano, Gina Marangoni. Bottom row: 
Laura Csizmar, Eileen Williams, Nicole Radu. Not Pictured: Patty Nowak. 
were chosen: two seniors, three juniors, one 
sophomore and five freshmen. 
They practice Tuesday through Sunday 
nights for about 1 l/2 hours per night. 
CoachesZirkerand Barber choreograph the 
dances, but the members have input into 
what works and what doesn't 
Senior member JoAnna Maiorano has 
also been involved with the dance team 
since her freshman year. She feels that this 
year's team displays a real sense of disci-
pline. "They are continuing with the strong 
work ethic and professiona !ism that we ex-
perienced my freshman year," said 
Maiorano. 
Both Maiorano and Csizmar feel that 
they will be leaving the team at the end of 
this year in good hands. 
"I feel confident about the future of this 
team ," said Csizmar. "With so much youth, 
talent and experience, I know that this team 
can only get stronger." 
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JCUgro 's crew leaves its mark 
Expert landscapers love to hear compliments and are "in it for the glory" 
Patrick Carey 
Staff Reporter 
The john Carroll campus con-
sists of sixty acres of trees, flower 
beds and buildings. The Physical 
Plant office is responsible for the 
upkeep as well as improvement of 
this entire area. 
The fifteen full- time mainte-
nance and fivefull-timegrounds 
crews put in fort y hours a week to 
make JCU a beautiful and pleas-
ant place to visit, live, and study. 
This past summer, the grounds 
crew completed two major 
projects. A five man crew, with 
help from fifteen college students, 
co:1structed a new flower bed be-
hind Dolan Hall and a new wall-
scape behind Campion and East 
Hallls. Both of these flower ar-
rangements weredesigned by Ken 
Majewski - a professional land-
scaper andjCU Grounds Foreman. 
Also involved in the decision to 
developthesetwoareasof campus 
were john Realy, Vice President of 
Services, a ndjerry Custer, the Di-
rector of Physical Plant. 
The rna intenance and grounds 
crews are an important part of lire 
hereatjCU. Notonlydotheymake 
life pleasant for students who 
spend nine months of the year 
here, but they also keep the cam-
pus looking beautiful for the resi-
dents of University Heights who 
like to walk through thecampusa 
year round. Why do they do this? 
"It's what we've been trained to 
do," answered Majewski. 
He and Custer both said that 
they enjoy the compliments they 
receive, as well as the appearance 
of the campus after their work IS 
completed. 
The ground crew's work also 
makes a big first impression on 
prospective students. They agree 
that their efforts play an impor-
tant role in the admissions pro-
cess. 
"They (visiting students and 
the admissions staff) appreciate 
the work that goes into. it," said 
Custer, "Thecampushasasoft ap-
pea ranee. It's just like home." 
Th1sgoalof impressing parents 
and students continues through-
out the entire year. A recent project 
involved the planting of the 
brightly colored flowers called 
mums around Pacelli. Why, one 
might ask, would someone plant 
new fl owers now when the 
weather is starting to turn cold 
Marriot making changes for students 
Marla Trlvlsonno 
Staff Reporter 
It was the first day of classes 
here atjohn Carroll and students 
were busy getting back into the 
swing of things. They had a few 
classes in the morning, took a peek 
at the new library wing, or maybe 
strolled through the O'Malley Cen-
te r. Finally, it was time for lunch. 
They walked into the cafeteria 
and- wait a minute! Something 
Low-fat items were the biggest 
request on the survey and led di-
rectly to the formation of the Lean 
Streaks line. Responses also led to 
improvements in regular items. 
"The fact that many students 
liked the pasta line from last year 
made us want to give it a fresher, 
made-to-order look. That's how 
we got Pasta Pronto," said 
Bahnfleth. The. traditional line 
and the grill are still extremely 
popular, he 
added. 
Students enjoy the popular chicken patty 
sandwiches every day in the Fire House Grill line. 
The Subito 
Pizza line has 
been a setback 
sofarthis year, 
s a i d 
Bahnfleth, 
mainly be-
cause of com-
plaints about 
the sauce. 
Therefore, 
samples will 
be available, 
possiblytothe 
student food 
committee, to 
make sure 
was different from last year. 
"The changes were all a re-
sponse to the surveys taken last 
spring," said Matt Bahnfleth, op-
erations manager of the cafeteria. 
"After those results were tabu-
lated, we as a management team 
initially decided to make changes 
that were going to affect the cus-
tomers in a positive way," he said. 
that the quality of the pizza im-
proves. 
What do JCU students think 
about the new cafeteria changes1 
"I really like the pasta line," said 
Junior Genevieve Volpe. "There's 
more variety, it's available all the 
time and it's always fresh and hot," 
she added. 
Volpe also had some com-
O'Rielly's 
plaints, however, "They got rid of 
some of the cereal and maybe they 
should have two trad i tionallines 
because that line is always so long." 
Reaction to the cafeteria was 
also mixed for Sophomore Kristie 
Kontak. She praised the cafeteria 
for posting health information and 
fort he larger selection oHood, but 
had one complaint. 
"There's more variety, but it's 
more confusing," Kontak said . 
"They should post a menu so we 
don't have to walk from line to 
line [to see wha t is being served~" 
she said. 
Bahnfleth said that these reac-
tions are typical of the student re-
sponses generated by the new 
changes. 
"When you do these kind of 
sweeping changes, you try to pre-
dict as much as possible what's 
going to happen," Bahnfeth said, 
"We spaced the lines out thinking 
the pasta line and the Lean Streaks 
line wouldn't have been as popu-
lar as they are and therefore, gave 
them a shorter path." 
Changes will be made in the 
near future. TN:.pasta line will be 
expanded to include twocooksand 
will be moved to the middle of the 
main cafeteria. Marriot is also 
working on getting more contain-
ers for cereal said Bahnfteth. 
He added that students should 
make their suggestions known as 
Marriot wants to please its cus-
tomers and as Bahnfleth said, "It's 
a continual growing process." 
15 cent wings Wednesdays and Sundays 
20% discount on all food to 
all Carroll students, faculty and staff 
Guiness, Mufli1y,s, Harp, Double Dianond, Woodpecker, 
andWhatneys by the pint and 1/2 pint 
Rolling Rock Draft Specials! 
11 am. -2 am.- lunch and dinner 
kitchen closes at 11 pm. 
free parking at rear of building 
13962 Cedar Road 
321-9356 
and autumn is quickly approach-
ing? 
"Mumsaremorecold tolerant," 
explamedMajewski."Theyarejust 
starting to bloom now and should 
remain until around Thanksgiv-
ing." Tl:i.e main 
reason these 
flowers were 
planted, though , 
was in anticipa-
tion of the up-
coming parents 
weekend. "We 
like to have some 
color for parent's 
weekend , " 
Majewski said . 
With the hours of work that go 
into this, Its no wonder Majewski 
answers that june JS his favorite 
time oft he year. "Commencement 
is over and things start to quiet 
down," he explained. 
The grounds 
crew was also re-
sponsible for set-
ting up the cam- Tim Tomba and Kelly Egan at work.~-~.:n~~ 
pusforthe home-
comingfestiviries. Last week, they 
could be seen setting up banner 
and homecoming paraphernalia 
all over campus, preparing for the 
influx of the hundreds of alumni 
andsupporterswhowould visited 
the campus this past weekend. 
After commencement, the 
crew begins work on the major 
projects to further improve the 
look of the campus. Among these 
projects isonesl a ted for some work 
in front of Murphy Halt and 
Majewski can't wait for everyone 
to see it. Homecoming, however, is not 
the crew's biggest project "Our 
biggest show is commencement," 
"We're in it for the glory;" he 
said, "It's the compliments that 
keep you going." said Majewski. 
Correction: 
In the article entitled 'New English professor brings his Latin 
American expertise' in the September 14,1995 issue stated that Pedro 
San Antonio was teaching the firts Latin American cour5e ever at 
JCU. The text should have read that San Antonio's class was the first 
offered in trans1ation by the Fnglish department. 
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Night Kitchen serves 
up altemative theatre 
Two Carroll students get 1bummed1 out 
Andrea Tracy 
Staff Reporter 
Atll p.m.everyFridayandSat-
urday night through Oct. 14, the 
theatre lights dim and Dobama's 
Night K1tchen revives the year 
1980 as seen through the eyes of 
"The Swing Poets of Theater." 
Those who frequent the the-
atre scene know that most plays 
don't take place in the eighties, 
specifically 1980. That particular 
year was a transitional year, ac-
(1980) was a 
transitional 
which contains short skits about 
growing up in Cleveland during a 
year that Hansen refers to as 
'ad u It-focused.' The skits were 
written by the six-member cast, 
"TheSwingPoetsofTheater," who 
wil l also perform them. 
Hansen, who holds a B.EA. in 
theatre arts from Ohio University, 
told the cast towriteabout things 
they remembered from 1980, he 
explained during a recent inter-
view. 
many skits , 
that the cast 
will present 
various skits 
that may dif-
fer from week 
to week. 
AnchonyGr.~y 
year ... MTV hadn't 
evolved, disco was 
dying and polyester 
was slowly fading 
out of stores ... 
For example, the skits 
could be about the cast mem-
bers' personal experiences, the 
programs they recalled seeing 
on television or expressions 
they frequently heard and/or 
used themselves. The year was 
the only 'unity' of the skits, 
according to Hansen, so the 
sky was the limidorthe writ-
ers. 
Theamoumof material the 
director received from the cast 
was so overwhelming, that he 
decided to focus on their ma-
terialand nottowriteanyof it 
himself."Theywerewritingso 
T h e 
changing for-
mat of Bum-
mer is not its 
only defining 
aspect. [tis set 
in a year that 
Generation X: 
ers grew up 
during, so 
they can re-
latetothetop-
ics, which 
could strike a 
harmonious 
chord be-
tween Eheir 
childhood 
feelings and 
The Bummer cast: ''The Swing Poets of Theater" (top row) Charles Ogg (left), Keith 
lukianowicz, Trishalana M. Kopaitich; (bottom row) Dan Kilbane (left), Tia Dionne 
Hodge, Sarah Morton. 
cording to David Hansen, director 
of Bummer, the first play from 
Dobama's Night l<itchen at 
Dobama Theatre (1846 Coventry 
Road). MTV hadn't evolved, disco 
was dying and polyester was 
slowly fading out of stores. 
Bummer is an original work 
The BEST 
much for themselves ... that I didn't 
feel that it would be fair of me to 
also write stuff for them,' he ex-
plained. 
The amount of written mate-
rial also brings another unique 
situation to light. "The Swing Po-
ets of Theater" pumped out so 
HappyHour ~ 
their present outlook on life. 
"The Swing Poets of Theater' 
have within their midst two john 
Carroll Universitystudents, Sarah 
Morton and Trishalana Kopaitich. 
Morton , an experienced play-
wright, actress, director and pro-
ducer, is now pursuing an M.A. in 
English from Carroll. jCU junior 
Kopaitich has been active in the-
atre and has performed in The 
Playooyofthe Western World, The 
Destiny of Me and Winners at 
Carroll. Still, neither of them have 
ever written and performed in 
their own production. Both said 
they were excited about the play 
and about how theaud ience would 
react to their work. 
'People will relate to some of 
the issues. such as divorce,' 
Kopaitich said. 'Most of the cast 
were between theagesof 4and 12 
that year, and four out of six of us 
have parents who've gone through 
divorce. Some skits are very per-
sonal.' 
'The Swing Poets of Theater' 
all have experience performing in, 
producing or directing commu-
nity and/or college theatre. 
Tickets for Bummer are on sale 
thenightoftheshowfor$3. For more 
information call Dobama Theatre 
at 382-2992. 
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Sins prove deadly in Seven 
Christopher M. Green· 
Staff Reporter 
ls America ready for another 
Silence oj01e Lambs? Or rather, is 
Hollywood ready for another at-
tern pt at the Lambs genre? Seven 
(NewLine Cinema) is the closest a 
film has cometoLambssincethat 
film's release four years ago. 
Seven is a gripping tale of two 
New York cops, Lt. William 
Somerset (Morgan Freeman) and 
Detective David Mills (Brad Pitt), 
who are out to solve a twisted se-
ries of murders based on the seven 
deadly sins - glunony, greed, 
sloth, pride, lust, envy and wrath. 
Somerset(Freeman) is a veteran 
cop who has seen it all and is plan-
ning on retiring from the force. 
Mills (Pitt) is an adrenaline-in-
duced detective who does what-
ever it takes to catch the killer -
even if it means breaking the law: 
Copyright l99) Ntwlmt Cmt.ma 
just before Somerset's big re-
tirement day, he and his eager re-
placement, Mills, are sucked into 
one of the most bizarreserial mur-
ders si nee Charles Manson. The 
more Somerset tries to escape this 
final case, the closer the madness 
draws him into it. 
Brad Pitt stars as Detective David Mills in Seven. 
Naturally, Somerset and Mills 
are not on the same page about 
anything, as audiences have seen 
in every other buddy-cop film, but 
they are brought together by Mills' 
wife, Tracy (played by Gwyneth 
Paltrow). Tracy is the one thing 
that is stable and sure in his me. 
The deranged man they are 
desperately searching for is john 
Doe,whosesolepurposeisto,body 
by body, clean up what he believes 
is.;uno.rally bankrupt society. 
Seven JS one of the most grue-
some looks into the world of what 
metropoli tan homicidedetectives 
encounter every day Everything 
from the dark sets and constant 
rain to the dreary music helps to 
ensure the film's dark appeal. 
The one thing that stops Seven 
from reaching the heights 
ofLa mbsis its failure to spend time 
in the minds of the two cops. If the 
murders were so gruesome and 
something which neither of them 
have ever encountered, why not 
portray what they are going 
through mentally? 
Seven does possess an ability to 
keep you fidgeting in your seat. 
The style in which the film was 
shot, the camera following in the 
footsteps of the chase and thechill-
ing musical score from composer 
Howard Shore (Silence of the 
Lambs), make this film work. 
Freeman fits the role of 
Somerset perfectly. He's the laid-
back cop, not the gun-blazing, rna-
cho type. Granted, this is not the 
same caliber performance audi-
ences and critics loved in 
Shawshanh Redemption, but he 
once again shows his ability to 
portray any character wtth tre-
mendous spark. 
Pitt's performance as the fired 
upyoungdetectiveisnothingless 
than what Hollywood has come 
to love about him. He is laid back 
yet aggressive, and his onscreen 
presence is natural. 
Director David Fincher teams 
up with Academy Award-win-
ning producer Arnold Kopelson 
(Fu it i ve, Pla too n) LO brin forth 
this gruesome tale. 
Seven will leave you numb, the 
ending is one of the most grip-
ping I have ever seen. It will also 
leave you disturbed, yet eager to 
discuss it. 
~xpress yDurself 
Stu~y ahrDa~. 
AI Beaver College, we believe that study abroad is an opponu-nny for you to express yourself m new ways. Our commit-
ment to working with you easures a fulfilling academic and 
personal experience. Call us for our 1996-97 program catalogs . 
Specify Australia, Greece, Great Britain, Ireland, Au tria, Peace 
Studies or Mexico. 
1.800. 755.5607 
cea@beaver.edu 
http://www. beaver.edu/ Ctntu for Educat1on Abroad 
Art 
The Cleveland Institute of Art presents The Spirit of Cleve-
land: Visual Arts Recipients of the Cleveland Arts Prize, 
1961-1995, in the college's Rein bergerGallenes, now through Oct. 
22 The retrospective exhibition includes the work of visual art-
ists who have received the Cleveland Arts Prize, which is pre-
sented annually to artists who have brought distinction to them-
selves and Cleveland. Theexh1binon is freeandopen to the public. 
Gallery hours are Monday, 9:30a.m. to 4 p.m.; Tuesday through 
Saturday, 9:30 a.m. to 9 p.m.; and Sunday, 1 to 4 p.m. For more 
information call421-7407 
Film 
The Case Western Reserve University Film Society presents 
Don juan De Marco (Johnny Depp, Marlon Brande, Faye 
Dunaway), friday, Sept. 29 at 7, 9 and ll p.m., and Bullet in 1 he 
Head (Tony Leung,jackyCheung),Saturday,Sept. 30at 7 and 9:45 
p.m. in the college's Strosacker Auditorium. Admission is $4 for 
the general public and $2.50 for members. For more information 
call368-ciNE. 
The Cleveland Museum of Art continues its year-long Sunday 
afternoon series of the 50 best movies of all time with 100 Years 
of Magic: Social Studies. Them use urn will show L'Avventura 
Otaly,l960, b&w,subtitles),Oct. Llt 3:30p.m. For fun her mforma· 
tion call421-7340. 
Music 
Belkin Productions and the Budweiser Concert Series welcome 
Sponge, with guests Poster Chi ldren,to Ke nt Sta te Umversil y's 
ymnasium Sunda 0 tlfora7·30p.m >how. pon eare tounng 
In support of their debut Chaos/Collllllbia ~ RMU"'IJ'i-o 
nata. Tickets are $13 in advance and are available at Ticker master 
locations, or call241-55'55 to charge. 
Theatre 
Cleveland'sSignstage Theatre(formerly Fairmount Theatre of 
the Deaf) celebrates its 20th anniversary season with a reprise of 
its production of Mark Medoff's Children of a lesser God at the 
Cleveland Play House Brooks Theatre, Oct.l2 and 13 at 8 p.m.; Oct. 
14 at 4 and 8:30p.m.; Oct.15 at 2:30p.m~ and Oct.18 through 20at 
8 p.m. The show, directed by resident artistic director Michael 
Regnier, features Signstage's five-member acting company plus 
guest artists Miles Barnes and Erin Foltz. Tickets are $14 for adults 
and $9 per ticket for groups of 10 or more. For reservations call 
795-7000 or 229-2838 ( v /tty). 
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Night Kitchen serves 
up altemative theatre 
Two Carroll students get 'bummed' out 
Andrea Tracy 
Staff Reporter 
At ll p.m.everyFridayandSat-
urday night through Oct 14, the 
theatre lights dim and Dobama's 
Night Kitchen revives the year 
1980 as seen through the eyes of 
"The Swing Poets of Theater." 
Those who frequent the .the-
atre scene know that most plays 
don't take place in the eighties, 
specifically 1980. That particular 
year was a transitional year, ac-
(1980) was a 
transitional 
which contains short skits about 
growing up in Cleveland during a 
year that Hansen refers to as 
'adult-focused.' The skits were 
written by the six-member cast, 
"The Swing Poets of Theater: who 
will also perform them. 
Hansen, who holds a B.FA. in 
theatre arts from Ohio Universi ty, 
told the cast to write about things 
they remembered from 1980, he 
explained during a recent inter-
view. 
many skits, 
that the cast 
will present 
various skits 
that may dif-
fer from week 
to week. 
T h e 
Anthony Gray 
year ... MTV hadn't 
evolved, disco was 
dying and polyester 
was slowly fading 
out of stores ..• 
For example, the skits 
could be about the cast mem-
bers' personal experiences, the 
programs they recalled seeing 
on television or expressions 
theyfrequemly heard and/or 
usedthemselves.Theyearwas 
the only 'unity' of the skits, 
according to Hansen, so the 
sky was the limit for the writ-
ers. 
The amount of material the 
directorreceivedf rom the cast 
was sc overwhelming, that he 
decided to focus on their ma-
terialand not towriteanyof it 
himself. 'They were writingsc 
changing for-
ma t of Burn-
mer is not its 
only defining 
aspect. It is set 
in a year that 
Generation X: 
ers grew up 
during, so 
they can re-
latetothetop-
ics, which 
could strike a 
harmonious 
chord be-
tween their 
childhood 
feelings and 
The Bummer cast: "The Swing Poets of Theater" (top row) Charles Ogg (left), Keith 
Lukianowicz, Trishalana M. Kopaitich; (bottom row) Dan Kilbane (left), Tia Dionne 
Hodge, Sarah Morton. 
cording to David Hansen, director 
of Bummer, the first play from 
Dobama's Night Kitchen at 
Dobama Theatre (1846 Coventry 
Road). MTV hadn't evolved, disco 
was dying and polyester was 
slowly fading out of stores. 
Bummer is an original work 
The BEST 
much for themselves ... that I didn't 
feel that it would be fair of me to 
also write stuff for them," he ex-
plained. 
The amount of written mate-
rial also brings another unique 
situation to light "The Swing Po-
ets of Theater" pumped out so 
HappyHour ~ 
in the Heights 
Mon-Fri 4-7pm 
----~~~---
their present outlook on life. 
"The Swing Poets of Theater' 
have within their midst two john 
Carroll Universitystudents, Sarah 
Morton and Trishalana Kopaitich. 
Morton , an experienced play-
wright, actress, di rector and pro-
ducer, is now pursuing an M.A. in 
English from Carroli.JCU junior 
Kopaitich has been active in the-
atre and has performed in Tht 
Playooyoftht Western World, The 
Sunday Monday Tuesday 
Destiny of Me and Winners at 
Carroll. Still, neither of them have 
ever written and performed in 
their own production. Both said 
they were excited about the play 
andabouthowtheaudiencewould 
react to their work. 
'People will relate to some of 
the issues, such as divorce,' 
Kopaitich said. 'Most of the cast 
were between the ages of 4and 12 
that year, and four out of six of us 
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haveparentswho'vegonethrough 
divorce. Some skits are very per-
scnal." 
'The Swing Poets of Theater' 
all have experience performing in, 
producing or directing commu-
nity and/or college theatre. 
Tickets for Bummer are on sa1e 
the nightofthe showfor$3. For more 
information call Dobarna Theatre 
at 382-2992. 
Cleve. Hts. 291-8522 
Friday 
8 
all 
15 time 
2 
Saturday 
5!h Annual 
Y\lnter League Ki:k~ 
DartT oumament 
8:00pm· $5 entry 
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Sins prove deadly in Seven 
Christopher M. Green· 
Staff Reporter 
Is America ready for another 
Silence oft he Lambs? Or rather, is 
Hollywood ready for another at-
tempt at the Lambs genre? Seven 
(New Line Cinema) is the closest a 
film has come to Lambs since that 
film's release four years ago. 
Seven is a gripping tale of two 
New York cops, Lt. William 
Somerset (Morgan Freeman) and 
Detective David Mills (Brad Pitt), 
who are out to sclve a twisted se-
ries of murders based on the seven 
deadly sins - gluttony, greed, 
sloth, pride,! ust, envy and wrath. 
Somerset(Freeman)isa veteran 
cop who has seen it all and is plan-
ning on retiring from the force. 
Mills (Pitt) is an adrenaline-in-
duced detective who does what-
ever it takes to catch the killer-
even if it means breaking the law. 
Copyright lm ~w Line Onc:ma 
just before Somerset's big re-
tirement day, he and his eager re-
placement, Mills, are sucked into 
one of the most bizarreserialmur-
ders since Charles Manson. The 
more Somerset tries to escape this 
final case, the closer the madness 
draws him into it. 
Brad Pitt stars as Detective David Mills in Seven. 
Naturally, Somerset and Mills 
are not on the same page about 
anything, as audiences have seen 
in every other buddy-cop film, but 
they are brought together by Mills' 
wife, Tracy (played by Gwyneth 
Paltrow). Tracy is the one thing 
that is stable and sure in his life. 
The deranged man they are 
desperately searching for is john 
Doe,whosesolepurposeisto,body 
bybody,clean up what he believes 
.is a.morall y bankrupt society. 
Seven is one of the most grue-
some looks into the world of what 
metropolitan homicide detectives 
encounter every day. Everything 
from the dark sets and constant 
rain to the dreary music helps to 
ensure the film's dark appeaL 
The one thing that stops Seven 
from reaching the heights 
ofLambsis its failure to spend time 
in the minds of the two cops. lf the 
murders were so gruesome and 
something which neither of them 
have ever encountered, why not 
portray what they are going 
through mentally? 
Seven does possess an ability to 
keep you fidgeting in your seat. 
The style in which the film was 
shot, the camera following in the 
footsteps of the chase and thechill-
i ng musical score from com poser 
Howard Shore (Silence of the 
Lambs), make this film work 
Freeman fits the role of 
Somerset perfectly He's the laid-
backcop,notthegun-blazing,ma-
cho type. Granted, this is not the 
same caliber performance audi-
ences and critics loved in 
Shawshank Redemption, but he 
once again shows his ability to 
portray any character with tre-
mendous spark. 
Pitt's performance as the fired 
upyoungdetectiveisnothingless 
than what Hollywood has come 
to love about him. He is laid back 
yet aggressive, and his onscreen 
presence is natural. 
Director David Fincher teams 
up with Academy Award-win-
ning producer Arnold Kopelson 
(Fugitive, Platoon) to br in fonh 
thiS gruesome tale. 
Seven will leave you numb; the 
ending is one of the most grip-
ping [have ever seen.lt will also 
leave you disturbed, yet eager to 
discuss it. 
~xpress yourself 
Stuoy ahroao. 
A l Beaver College,we believe that study abroad is an opportu-nny for you to express yourself m new ways. Our commit-
ment to working with you ensures a fulfilling academic and 
personal experience. Call us for our 1996-97 program catalogs 
Specify Australia, Greece, Great Britain, Ireland, Austria, Peace 
Studies or Mexico. 
1.800.755.5607 
cea@beaver.edu 
http://www.beaver.edu/ 
Ctntu for Education Abroad 
Art 
The Cleveland Institute of Art presents The Spirit of Cleve-
land: Visual Arts Recipients of the Cleveland Arts Prize, 
1961-1995, in the college's ReinbergerGallenes, now through Oct. 
22. The retrospective exhibition includes the work of visual art 
ists who have received the Cleveland Arts Prize, which is pre· 
sented annually tO artists who have brought distinction to them-
selvesandCieveland. Theexhibiuon isfreeand open tor he publi c. 
Gallery hours are Monday, 9:30a.m. to 4 p.m~ Tuesday through 
Saturday, 9:30a.m. to 9 p.m.; and unday, 1 to 4 p.m. For more 
information call42H407 
Film 
The Case Western Reserve University Film Society presents 
Don juan De Marco (Johnny Depp, Marlon Branda, Faye 
Dunaway), Friday, Sept. 29 at 7, 9 and ll p.m~ and Bullet in the 
Head (Tony Leung,jackyCheung),Saturday,Sept. 30at 7 and 9:45 
p.m. in the college's Strosacker Auditorium. Admission is $4 for 
the general public and $2.50 for members. For more information 
call368..CINE. 
The Cleveland Museum of Art cominues its year-long Sunday 
afternoon series of the 50 best movies of all time with 100 Years 
of Magic: Social Studies. The museum will show L'Avventura 
Cltaly;l960, b&w,subtitles),Oct.lat 3:30p.m. For further mforma-
tton call421-7340. 
Music 
Theatre 
Cleveland's Signstage Theatre (formerly Fairmount Theatre of 
the Deaf) celebrates its 20th anniversary seascn with a reprise of 
its production of Mark Medoff's Children of a Lesser God at the 
Cleveland Play House Brooks Theatre, Oct.l2 and 13 at 8 p.m~ Oct. 
l4at 4 and 8:30p.m.; Oct.l5 at 2:30p.m.; and Oct.18 through 20at 
8 p.m. The show, directed by resident artistic director Michael 
Regnier, features Signstage's five-member acting company plus 
guest artists Miles Barnes and Erin Foltz. Tickets are $14 for adults 
and $9 per ticket for groups of 10 or more. For reservations call 
795-7000 or 229-2838 (v / tty} 
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Men's soccer gains split at 
Wilmington College Classic 
Kevin Bachman 
Staff Reporter 
The john Carroll University 
men'ssoccerteam'sdefensepicked 
up two more shutouts last week 
but came away with a win and a 
tie, as they improved to 4-4-1 (1 0-
1 Ohio Athletic Conference)_ 
The team raised its home un-
beaten streak to 37 games, tying 
the Mt. Union Purple Raiders 0-0 
Wednesday at Wasmer Field. Al -
though rhe Streaks outshot Mt. 
Union 15-5, they were unable to 
convert on a number of key op-
portunities latei n thegameand in 
overtime. However, Assistant 
Coach BobStraubsaid the Streaks 
played well enough to win. 
"I think we did everything we 
needed w do to win the game," 
Srraubsa1d,"excepr putthe ball in 
the back of the net." 
Senior defender Erik Chiprich 
sa id that the Streaks aggressively 
attacked the Purple Raiders, tak-
ingadvantageofMt. Union's inex-
perience playing on turf. 
"We played an excellent game," 
Chiprich sa1d "We totally con-
trolled the game, but their goalie 
made a few excellent saves." 
Men's cross country upbeat 
with 12th place finish 
Stephanie Fox 
Staff Reporter 
The john Carroll University men's cross country team's 12th place 
finish at the National Catholic Invitational in South Bend, Indiana 
pleased Head Coach Don Stupica. 
John Carroll finished second-to-last at the weekend event. The 
compention was fierce as Lewis Universtiy, a Division-Ill school, fin-
ished second overall. 
For the second consecutive week, the Blue Streaks were led by 
freshmanjames Van Dress who finished 44th in the College Division 
(Division HI) and 106th overall with a time of 28:011. Van Dress was 
pleased with his own performance, as well as the team's. 
"I felt very well prepared. We work very hard," said Van Dress. "We're 
improving as a team as each meet goes by." 
Sophomore Mike Garbera also ran well for the Blue Streaks, finish-
ing 60th in the College Division and !29th overall with a time of 28:33.7. 
"Although we didn't place very high, we ran very well," Stupica 
stated. "We had many good personal performances." 
The team's performance was enhanced by the return of junior Dave 
Frattare, who sat out last week with a knee injury. Frattare placed 70th 
in the College Division and l48th overall with a time of 29:06.6-a time 
well off h1s usual mark. Frat tare is anxious to be healthy again. 
"I was a liule off," Frattare said. "I thought about my injury a lot 
[during the race!" 
His experience will be helpful in leading the team into the All-Qhio 
and Ohio Athletic Conference tournaments. He said he believes that 
the team will"keep building" and will improve as theseasoncontinues. 
john Carroll will face several conference opponents this Saturday at 
the Hiram lnvitauonal at 10 a.m. 
Amy Fenske 
Cross Country 
The tie could have been a loss 
if not for the play of the Streak 
defense, which thwarted Mount's 
opportunities all game. 
"I think the experience back 
there is an asset, and Grant [Mast! 
has been playing amazing," 
Chiprich sa1d. "If one of us gets 
beat, he usual! y stops the shot." 
The Streaks looked to turn 
things around Saturday at the 
Wilmington College Kiwanis Soc-
cer Classtc, but dropped the first 
game 2-1 to Kalamazoo. The 
Streaks, trailing 1·0, fought back 
to tie the game at 1-1 when fresh-
man forward David Bartulovic 
scored a header off a pass from 
Chiprich.jCUhadachancetotake 
the lead, but junior midfielder 
Adrian Del Bussocouldn'tconvert 
a penalty kick. Kalamazoo scored 
the gamewinner in the second 
half, sendingjCU to the consola-
tiongame. 
"I certainly wasn't happy with 
the way the game progressed," 
Straub said. "If a team isbetterthan 
you and beats you 2-1 then 'God 
bless them,' but that's wasn't the 
case." 
The Streaks rebounded against 
conference foe Muskingum on 
Sunday; as they finished the week 
with a 2-0 victory and picked up 
their fifth shutout of the year. 
"Against Kalamazoo in the sec-
ond half, we were real flat and the 
communication was lacking," 
Chiprich said. "But [Sunday], our 
communication was a lot better. 
We were finishing better, but we 
still missed a lot of opportuni ties.• 
JCU will put its stretch of 37 
unbeaten home games on the line 
twice in the upcoming week They 
will ride a stretch of home games, 
playing on Wasmer Field Satur· 
day at noon against Madonna and 
then again Tuesday at 4 p.m. 
against Baldwin-Wallace. 
The JUnior wrned m an 
exceptional performance by 
placing seventh in the 
Th1s jumor was named to the 
john Carrol/ Invitational 
College DNISion at the 
Notional Cothol1c lnvitaoonol 
1n South Bend, Indiana 
Fenske bettered her time 
from last year by over one 
m1nute runmng a J 9:20.2. 
All-Tournament team. 
Perrone's sol1d ploy at the 
invitational moved her up to. 
th/(d place in l>oth kills and 
digs per game in the Ohio 
Athleuc Conference 
standings. 
The Carroll News. September 28,1995 
V-ball wins]CU invite 
Randy Loeser 
Staff Reporter 
For the second week in a row, 
the john Carroll University vol-
leyball team has beaten a nation-
ally ranked team. JCU did so this 
week by winning its second tour-
nament of the season - and Hs 
first at home- in the Second An-
nualjohnCarroll Universny lnvi· 
rational, last weekend. 
The Streaks 05-8) defeated 
Kenyon College05-5,15-7), before 
facing the top team in the reg1on, 
Calvin College. Paced by junior 
Katy Perrone's l3 kills and fresh-
man Leslie Dissel's 31 assists, the 
Streaks handed Calvin its first loss 
of the season,ll-15,15-5 and 15-13. 
JCU then lost toMountSt.jo5ephs 
14.-16,15-9 and 11·15. The defeat 
seemed to wake the young Streaks. 
"We faltered against Mount St. 
Joseph's," said Coach Gretchen 
Weitbrecht. "lt seemed like our 
concentration just wasn't there. I 
think it was betterro have a wake-
up call early like this_ It seemed to 
help us focus ... later in the tourna-
ment." 
The Streaks recovered and were 
able to advance to the finals for the 
second year in a row by beating 
Ohio Athletic Conference rival 
Baldwin-Wallace (15-5,15-8) and 
Hope College 05-6, 12-15 and 15-
7)_ The successive victories set up 
a return match-up with Thomas 
More, which had beaten the 
Streaks in its own invitational ear-
lier in the season. 
With a combined 24 kills from 
Perrone and freshman Molly 
Ridenour, the Streaks avenged 
their previous loss, holding off 
Thomas More, 15-3, lQ-15 and 15-
12. 
Perrone, Ridenour and Dissel 
were named to the all-tournament 
team. 
Despite the great individual 
efforts, Weitbrecht is impressed 
with the way her team has come 
together so far this season. 
"This was our best team effort 
of the season," said Weitbrecht. 
"We have been able to go out and 
play teams with great recognition 
and ranking, then go out on the 
floor and walk away wuh some 
great wins. These are the rewards 
for our hard work." 
While in the past Weitbrecht 
has been able to rei yon one or two 
different players to get the job done, 
this year a different player has been 
able to step up in each match. 
Perrone did so last weekend. 
"Katy Perrone teally had an 
excellent weekend. She has been 
able to overcome some nagging 
injuriestobecomeastronger,more 
aggressive player," said Weitbrecht. 
"Her attitude has rea llypicked this 
team up. She has filled into the 
leadership roles that we saw in her 
as a freshman." Perrone andJCU 
host Otterbein Saturday at 7 p.m. 
Women's X -country places seventh 
Dale Russell 
Staff Reporter 
John Carroll University's women'scrosscountry team placed eighth 
at the National Catholic Invitational, Saturday, in South Bend, Indiana. 
'The girls ran a real stron& race ~witb. sevep of nigf-h.avlng-.pr's- --J-.- """'-
lpersonal best! times,' stated Coach Grove jewett. 
junior Amy Fenske finished seventh in Division Ill (the College 
Division) with a time of 19:20.2_ Fenske dropped a minute from last 
week's meet where she ran a 20:37. Senior team mate Tish Kanaga 
finished 15th this week, running the course in 19:41.2. Kanaga improved 
over last week when she ran a 20:00 flat. 
"We were all excited to be here [at Notre Darnel," said sophomore 
Karen Kovacic, who ran a 22:13.7. "The atmosphere of the campus 
really let us prepare mentally for the race." 
"The course was very flat and full of turns, and everywhere you 
looked there were runners," said Penny Roxas, who ran a 21:31.5. Roxas 
placed 60th at the event, which fielded 30 teams from Division I to 
Division 1JJ. Sixteen Division-Ill schools were at Notre Dame. The 
University of St. Thomas placed first out of the Division·lll teams. 
Marquette placed first overall. 
"Overall the team was excited to be there to compete against such Ia] 
varying caliber of competition," said Roxas. 
jCU runs in the Hiram Invitational on September 30. 
dfd'p 'W antd 
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JCU thumps Otterbein Women's soccer halts 
Erik Boland qu1ck~ess to score lots of points." the OAC in defense, yeildingju;;t four-match sk1" d 
Staff Reporter Gomg mto last year's game, 89.3 yards per game and hrst tn 
The john Carroll University Moum Union was ranked fourth offense, scoring 51 points per con-
football team entered Saturday's in the country, winning the na- tes t. john Carroll ranks fourth in Jonathan Kase 
game against Otterbein in a bad tiona) championship the year be- defense, allowing 246.3 yards per 
mood. In its previous game against fore. They lost several players to game, and second in offense,aver-
Marietta,the Blue Streaks wasted graduation, but this year seem as aging34.7pointsagame. Still, the 
a 21·7 second-half lead and tied strong as ever. They rank first in Blue Streak players realize they 
the game 21-21. have a unique 
With the num- opportunity. 
ber-one ranked "We're ex· 
team in Division Ill, cited to play 
Mount Union, on them," senior 
the horizon th1s inside line-
Saturday, JCU backer Greg 
neededatune·up.lt Preisel said. 
came in the form of "Its going to be 
Otterbein,whohad a great game. 
droppedl5str;~ight This is what 
games, including a you play for. 
51 -6 drubbing at You don't [get 
the hands of Mt. to play] the 
Unionaweekear- number one 
lier. ranked team 
ln a game with every year." 
the suspense of the "Last year's 
Tyson-McNeely 'loss was a 
fight, the Streaks tough one to 
bludgeoned the swallow. We 
Cardinals 55-14. felt we played 
S e n i o r them pretty 
cornerbackDamon well," com-
Mintz intercepted m e n t e d 
Otterbein quarter- llacqua. "[Butl 
back Pat Foley on this is a totally 
the second play of new team [and 
the game. The on- theirs is tool. 
slaughtwason. The We are just 
halft imescoreread concemrating 
45-0. jCU led 55-0 on this week, 
in the third quarter. s-rz."' trying to ex· 
The offense, Red-shirt freslman quarterback Nick Caserio releases one of ecute,trying to 
which sputtered his 18 passes for JCU against Otterbein last Saturday. He come together 
against Marietta's completed 14 passes for 208 yards and two touchdowns. as a team. 
second half de-
feii'Se';ii'ie no such resistance from 
Otterbein. 
Assistant Sports Editor 
Following the traditional 
homecoming script of relaxing 
and celebrating, the John Carroll 
University women's soccer team 
relaxed on Friday and returned 
homefrom Otterbein ready to start 
the celebration-filled weekend. 
The Blue Streaks broke the1r 
four game losing streak, winning 
3-0 at Otterbein in Ohio Athletic 
Conference play. 
The Streaks (2-5, 1-2 OAC) 
sprinted out to an early 1-0 lead 
off a goal by senior forward Thea 
Consler. 
"The first few plays of the game 
we pressured them on their end," 
said Consler. "Beth Chambers had 
a really nice cross, and l hit it in 
with my knee." 
jCU kept the pressure on. Still 
in the first half, Chambers, a 
sophomore, dribbled down the 
wing and hitacarbon-copyofher 
first cross. This time.fellow fresh-
man midfielder Meghan Smith 
booted it into the back of the net 
Despite the Sneaks two-goal 
cushion, the first half wasn't with-
out its scares . According to 
Consler, each team had it~ share of 
shots. At one point in the first 
half, an Otterbein player drilled a 
shot out of nowhere and, "Rock 
(goalkeeper Angela Rochowiakl 
made an awesome save, • Consler 
said. "!don't know how she did it." 
JCU wasn't comfortable with 
their 2-0 halftime margin, 
prompting freshman midfielder 
Jeni Sunderhaus to pull a "Cham-
bers"andmakeanothercrossfrom 
the wing. This time, sophomore 
midfielder Oona Blakemore 
hustled the ball down and headed 
it into the net. 
Still the Streaks played short 
on personnel. According to 
Consler, only II players made the 
trip. She said, however, the win 
will make a difference m coming 
games 
"The number of players won't 
be an issue anymore," Consler 
added. 
john Carroll heads tnto th1s 
weekend's Ashland College Tour-
nament with a full week's prac-
uce behind them since they had 
no weekday game. !lost Ashland, 
a Division-11 school, is in its first 
season of soccer as a women's var· 
sity sport. 
"We'll get some good experi-
ence, bur it's not an OAC game," 
said Consler. "We're excited be-
cause [up next! we have B-W and 
Capital who we tied and lost to 
but played close with last year." 
Senior forward Molly Burke 
agreed about the October 3 game 
against Baldwin-Wallace. 
"B-W is always our big nval. 
The games on their turf, so we'll 
get hyped up because they're al-
ways an excellent team," said 
Burke, who missed Friday's game. 
"In the past, we held our own, but 
we're looking to it as, I would say, 
our biggest game lso far!." 
Red-shirt freshman quarter-
back NklcCaserio threw for two 
touchdowns before being relieved 
by freshman josh McDaniels. 
junior receiver Nick Petty 
caught seven passes for 97 yards. 
Senior recei.ver Tim Niemiec 
hauled in two touchdowns while 
junior runningback Carmen 
llacqua ran for two more, en route 
to Blue Streak first-half domina-
tion. He ended up with 109 total 
JOHN CARROLL UNIVERSITY PRESENTS 
THE ROULSTON SERIES ON LEADERSHIP AND 
ACHIEVEMENT 
yards, 69 rushing and 40 recei v-
ing. 
Coach Tony DeCarlo said the 
blowout victory served several 
purposes. "That was our game-
plan- to make sure we were hit-
tingonallcylinders,"DeCarlosaid. 
"We worked hard all week toelimi-
nate mistakes and to make sure 
we put people away. lt was impor-
tant to have a blowout like that for 
our confidence and to prepare for 
this week." 
The motivation for this week 
certainly won't be in question. 
Last year a 10-7 loss to Mount at 
Wasmer Field kept jCU from the 
NCAA playoffs. The team 's 
postseason fate looks like it will 
again come down to a game with 
Division Ill's best team, this time 
in Mount Union Stadium. 
"Our number one priority is to 
win the conference and to make it 
totheplayoffs,"DeCarlosaid. "Last 
year, they did knock us out, and 
we need to turn the tide and make 
sure we do things right and not 
make mistakes." 
Mt. Union Head Coach Larry 
Kehres took the diplomatic ap-
proach in his assessment of JCU. 
"Year-in, year-out,JCU has an 
outstanding football team," 
Kehres said. "This year is no ex-
ception. Defensively, they look 
ltke a tough, physical unit, and 
offensively, they have the size and 
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Men's soccer gains split at 
Wilmington College Classic 
Kevin Bactunan 
Staff Reporter 
The john Carroll University 
men 'ssoccer tea msdefense picked 
up two more shutouts last week 
but came away with a win and a 
ne,as they improved to 4-4-1(1-0-
1 Ohio Athletic Conference). 
The team raised its home un-
beaten streak to 37 games. tying 
the Mt. Union Purple Ra1ders 0-0 
Wednesday at Wasmer Field. Al-
though the Streaks outshot Mr. 
Union 15-5, they were unable to 
conven on a number of key op-
portunities lateinthegameand in 
overtime. However, Assistant 
Coach Bob Straub said the Streaks 
played well enough to win. 
"[think we did everything we 
needed to do to win the game," 
Straubsaid,"except put the ball m 
the back of the net." 
Senior defender Erik Chiprich 
said that the Streaks aggressively 
attacked the Purple Raiders, tak-
ingadvamageofMt. Union's inex-
perience playing on turf. 
"We played an excellent game," 
Chiprich said. "We totally con-
trolled the game, but their goalie 
made a few excellent saves." 
Men's cross country upbeat 
with 12th place finish 
Stephanie Fox 
Staff Reporter 
The john Carroll University men's cross country team's 12th place 
finish at the National Catholic Invitational in South Bend, Indiana 
pleased Head Coach Don Stu pica. 
John Carroll finished second-to-last at the weekend event. The 
competition was fierce as Lewis Universtiy, a Division-Ill school, fin-
ished second overall. 
For the second consecutive week, the Blue Streaks were led by 
freshman James Van Dress who finished 44th in the College Division 
(Division III) and 106th overall with a time of 28:03.1. Van Dress was 
pleased with his own performance, as well as the team's. 
"l felt very well prepared. We work very hard," said Van Dress. "We're 
improving as a team as each meet goes by." 
Sophomore Mike Garbera also ran well for the Blue Streaks, finish-
ing60th in the College Diviston and l29thoverall with a time of 28:33.7. 
"Although we didn't place very high, we ran very well," Stupka 
stated. 'We had many good personal performances." 
The team's performance was enhanced by the return of junior Dave 
Fratlare, who sat out last week with a knee injury. Frattare placed 70th 
in the College Divtsionand 148thoverall with a time of 29-.06.6-atime 
welr off his usual mark. Frattare is anxious to be healthy again. 
"I was a little off," Frattare said. "! thought about my injury a lot 
[during the raceL" 
His experience will be helpful in leading the team into the All-Dhio 
and Ohio Athletic Conference tournaments. He said he believes that 
the team will"keepbUilding"and will improveastheseasoncontinues. 
john Carroll will face several conference opponents thisSaturdayat 
the Hiram Invitational at 10 a.m. 
Amy Fenske 
Cross Country 
The tie could have been a loss 
if not for the play of the Streak 
defense, which thwarted Mount's 
opportunines all game. 
"I think the experience back 
there is an asset, and Grant [Mast] 
has been playing amazing," 
Chiprich said. "If one of us gets 
beat, he usually stops the shot." 
The Streaks looked to turn 
thmgs around Saturday at the 
Wilmington College Kiwanis Soc-
cer Classic, but dropped the first 
game 2-l to Kalamazoo. The 
Streaks, trailing l-0, fought back 
to tie the game at 1-1 when fresh-
man forward David Bartulovic 
scored a header off a pass from 
Ch ipric h.jCU had a chance to take 
the lead, but junior midfielder 
Adrian Del Bussocouldn'tconvert 
a penalty kick. Kalamazoo scored 
the gamewinner in the second 
half, sendingjCU to the consola-
tiongame. 
"I certainly wasn't happy with 
the way the game progressed ," 
Straub said. "lf a team is better than 
you and beats you 2-1 then 'God 
bless them,' but that's wasn't the 
case." 
TheStreaksreboundedagainst 
conference foe Muskingum on 
Sunday, as they finished the week 
with a 2-0 victory and picked up 
their fifth shutout of the year. 
"Against Kalamazoo in the sec-
ond half, we were real flat and the 
communication was lacking," 
Chiprich said. "But [Sunday!, our 
communication was a lot better. 
We were finishing better, but we 
stil missed a lot of opportunities.• 
JCU will put its stretch of 37 
unbeaten home games on the line 
twice in the upcoming week. They 
will ride a stretch of home games, 
playing on Wasmer Field Satur-
day at noon against Madonna and 
then again Tuesday at 4 p.m. 
against Baldwin-Wallace. 
The JUnior tumed in on 
exceptJonol performance by 
placing seventh in the 
Th1s JUniOr was named to the 
john Corro/1/nvitotionol 
College DIViSIOn at the 
Notional Catholic lnv1tatJonal 
1n South Bend, Indiana. 
Fenske becrered her time 
from lost year by over one 
minute rtJnning a /9·20.2. 
All-Tournament team. 
Perrone's solid ploy at the 
mwtotlonal moved her up to 
rhird place in both kills and 
d1gs per game in the Ohio 
Athletic Conference 
standings. 
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V-ball winsjCU invite 
Randy Loeser Streaks in its own invitationalear-
lier in the season. 
JCU thumps Otterbein Women's soccer halts 
Staff Reporter 
For the second week in a row, 
the John Carroll University vol-
leyball team has beaten a nation-
ally ranked team. JCU did so this 
week by winning its second tour-
nament of the season - and its 
first at home- in the Second An-
nualjohn Carroll University Invi-
tational, last weekend. 
The Streaks (15-8) defeated 
Kenyon College 05-5,15-7), before 
facing the top team in the region, 
Calvin College. Paced by junior 
Katy Perrone's 13 kills and fresh-
man Leslie Dissel's 31 assists, the 
Streaks handed Calvin its first loss 
of the season,ll-15,15-5 and 15-13. 
JCUthen losttoMountSt.Joseph's 
14:16, 15-9 and ll-15. The defeat 
seemed to wake the young Streaks. 
"We faltered against Mount St. 
joseph's," said Coach Gretchen 
Weitbrecht. "It seemed like our 
concentration just wasn't there. I 
think it was better to have a wake-
up call early like this. It seemed to 
help us focus ... later in the tourna-
ment." 
The Streaks recovered and were 
able toad vance to the finals for the 
second year in a row by beating 
Ohio Athletic Conference rival 
Baldwin-Wallace (15-5,15-8) and 
Hope College (15-6, 12-15 and 15-
7) Thesuccessivevictoriesset up 
a return match-up with Thomas 
More, which had beaten the 
With acombined24 kills from 
Perrone and freshman Molly 
Ridenour, the Streaks avenged 
their previous loss, holding off 
Thomas More, 15-3,10-15 and 15-
12. 
Perrone, Ridenour and Dissel 
were named to the all-tournament 
team. 
Despite the great individual 
efforts, Weitbrecht is impressed 
with the way her team has come 
together so far this season. 
"This was our best team effort 
of the season," said Weitbrecht. 
"We have been able to go out and 
play teams with great recognition 
and ranking, then go out on the 
floor and walk away with some 
great wins. These are the rewards 
for our hard work." 
While in the past Weitbrecht 
has been able to rely on one or two 
different players roger the job done, 
this year a different player has been 
able to step up in each match. 
Perrone did so last weekend. 
"Katy Perrone really had an 
excellent weekend. She has been 
able to overcome some nagging 
in juries to become a stronger, more 
aggressive player," said Weitbrecht. 
"Her attitude has really picked this 
team up. She has filled into the 
leadership roles that we saw in her 
as a freshman ." Perrone andJCU 
host Otterbein Saturday at 7 p.m. 
Erik Boland 
Staff Reporter 
The John Carroll University 
football team entered Saturday's 
game against Otterbein in a bad 
mood. !nits previous game against 
Marietta, the Blue Streaks wasted 
a 21-7 second-half lead and tied 
the game 21-21. 
With the num-
ber-one ranked 
team in Division lll, 
Mount Union, on 
the horizon this 
Saturday, JCU 
needed a tune-up. It 
came in the form of 
Otterbein, who had 
dropped 15str.llight 
games, including a 
51-6 drubbing at 
the hands of Mr. 
Union a week ear-
lier. 
In a game with 
the suspense of the 
Tyson-McNeely 
fight, the Suea ks 
bludgeoned the 
Cardinals 55-14. 
Senior 
cornerback Damon 
Mintz intercepted 
Otterbein quarter-
back Pat Foley on 
the second play of 
the game. The on-
slaught was on. The 
halftime score read 
Women's X -country places seventh 4s-o.Jcu Jed ss-o 
quickness to score lots of points.' 
Going into last year's game, 
Mount Union was ranked fourth 
in the country, winning the na-
tional championship the year be-
fore. They lost several players to 
graduation, but this year seem as 
strong as ever. They rank first in 
the OAC in defense, yeilding just 
89.3 yards per game and first in 
offense, scoring 51 points per con-
test. john Carroll ranks fourth in 
defense, allowing 246.3 yards per 
game, and second in offense, aver-
aging 34.7 points a game. Still, the 
Blue Streak players realize they 
have a unique 
opponunity. 
"We're ex-
cued to play 
them," senior 
inside line-
backer Greg 
Preisel sa 1d 
"lts going to be 
a great game. 
This is what 
you play for. 
You don't [get 
to play] the 
number one 
ranked team 
every year." 
four-match skid 
Jonathan Kase 
Assistant Sports Editor 
Following the traditional 
homecoming script of relaxing 
and celebrating, the john Carroll 
University women's soccer team 
relaxed on Friday and returned 
homefromOtterbemreadyrostart 
the celebration-filled weekend. 
The Blue Streaks broke their 
four game losing streak, winning 
3-0 at Otterbein in Ohio Athletic 
Conference play. 
The Streaks (2-5, 1-2 OAC) 
sprinted out to an early l-0 lead 
off a goal by senior forward Thea 
Consler. 
"The first few plays of the game 
we pressured them on their end," 
said Consler. "Beth Chambers had 
a really nice cross, and 1 hit it in 
with my knee." 
JCU kept the pressure on. Still 
in the first half, Chambers, a 
sophomore, dribbled down the 
wing and hitacarbon-copyof her 
first cross. This time, fellow fresh-
man midfielder Meghan Smith 
booted it into the back of the net. 
prompting freshman midfielder 
Jeni Sunderhaus to pull a "Cham-
bers"andmakeanothercrossfrom 
the wing. This time, sophomore 
midfielder Oona Blakemore 
hustled the ball down and headed 
it into the net 
Still the Streaks played short 
on personnel. According to 
Consler, only 11 players made the 
trip. She said, however, the win 
will make a difference in coming 
games. 
"The number of players won't 
be an issue anymore," Consler 
added. 
John Carroll heads into this 
weekend's Ashland College Tour-
nament with a full week's prac· 
nee behind them since they had 
no weekday game. Host Ashland, 
a Division-11 school, 1s in its first 
season of soccer as a women's var-
sity sport. 
"We'll get some good experi-
ence, but it's not an OAC game," 
said Consler. "We're excJted be-
cause [up next] we have B-W and 
Capital who we tied and lost to 
but played close with last year." 
Senior forward Molly Burke 
agreed about the October 3 game 
against Baldwin-Wallace. 
"B-W is always our big rival. 
Dale Russell in the third quarter. 
The offense, 
Staff Reporter which sputtered 
john Carroll University's women'scrosscountryteam placed eighth against Marietta 's 
at the National Catholic Invitational, Saturday, in South Bend, Indiana. second half de-
Red-shirt frestrnan quarterback Nick Caserio releases one of 
his 18 passes for JCU against Otterbein last Saturday. He 
completed 14 passes for 208 yards and two touchdowns. 
"Last year's 
loss was a 
tough one to 
swallow. We 
felt we played 
them pretty 
well," com-
mented 
llacqua. "(But] 
this is a wtall y 
new team[and 
theirs is too]. 
We are just 
concentrating 
on this week, 
trying to ex-
ecute, trying to 
come together 
as a team. 
Despite the Streaks two-goal 
cushion, the first half wasn't with-
out its scares. According to 
Consler;each team had its share of 
shots. At one point in. the first 
half, anOtterbeinplayerdrilleda 
shot out of nowhere and, "Rock 
[goalkeeper Angela Rochowiak) 
made an awesome save," Consler 
said. "!don't know how she did it." 
JCU wasn't comfortable with 
their 2-0 halftime margin, 
The game's on their turf, so we'll 
get hyped up because they're al-
ways an excellent team," said 
Burke, who missed Friday's game. 
"In the past, we held our own, bur 
we're looking to it as, l would say, 
our biggest game {so tar]" 
'The girls ran a real strong rae~; yrith sevep of n~gF~y:ing..pr's----~----- fei'i'Se,i'iletnosuchresistance[rom 
[personal best] times,' stated Coach Grove Jewett. Otterbein. 
Junior Amy Fenske finished seventh in Division Ill (the College -Red-shirt freshman quarter-
Division) with a time of 19:20.2. Fenske dropped a m.inute from last back t\Tick Caserio threw for two 
week's meet where she ran a 20:37. Senior teammate Tish Kanaga touchdownsbeforebeingrelieved 
finished 15th this week, running the course in 19:41.2. Kanaga improved by freshman josh McDaniels. 
over last week when she ran a 20:00 flat. junior receiver Nick Petty 
"We were all excited to be here [at Notre Dame]," said sophomore caught seven passes for 97 yards. 
Karen Kovacic, who ran a 22:13.7. "The atmosphere of the campus Senior receiver Tim Niemiec 
really let us prepare mentally for the race.• hauled in two touchdowns while 
"The course was very flat and full of turns. and everywhere you junior runningback Carmen 
looked there were runners," said Penny Roxas, who ran a 21:31.5. Roxas Ilacqua ran for two more, en route 
placed 60th at the event, which fielded 30 teams from Division I to to Blue Streak first-half domina-
Division lll. Sixteen Division-IH schools were at Notre Dame. The tion. He ended up with 109 total 
University of St. Thomas placed first out of the Division-!11 teams. ~ yards, 69 rushing and 40 receiv-
Marquette placed first overa 11. 
"Overall the team was excited to be there to com pete against sue h [a] i ngCoach Tony DeCarlo said the 
varying caliber of competition," said Roxas. blowout victory served several 
JCU runs in the Hiram Invitational on September 30. purposes. "That was our game-
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plan- to make sure we were hit-
ting on all cylinders," DeCarlo said. 
"We worked hard all week to elimi-
nate mistakes and to make sure 
- we put people away. It was impor-
tant to have a blowout like that for 
our confidence and to prepare for 
this week." 
The motivation for this week 
certainly won't be in question. 
Last yea( a 10-7loss to Mount at 
Wasmer Field keptjCU from the 
NCAA playoffs. The team's 
postseason fate looks like it will 
again come down to a game with 
Division Ill's best team, this time 
in Mount Union Stadium. 
"Our number one priority is to 
win the conference and to make it 
to the playoffs,"DeCarlosaid. "Last 
year, they did knock us out, and 
we need to turn the tide and make 
sure we do things right and not 
make mistakes.' 
Mt. Union Head Coach Larry 
Kehres took the diplomatic ap-
proach in hisassessmentofJCU. 
"Year-in, year-out,JCU has an 
outstanding football team," 
Kehres said. "This year is no ex-
ception. Defensively, they look 
like a tough, physical unit, and 
offensively, they havethestze and 
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Editorial 
It's the "Exit" 
sign that counts 
Often, we at The Carroll News hear of people ques-
tioning various aspects of religion here atJCU. Fre-
quently, people become far too wrapped up in the 
symbolism of religion, and whensomeof these sym-
bols are not as prevalent as they once were, people 
begin to question the presence of religion at Carroll. 
Religion,of any denomination, is a very personal 
matter, and for some, a completely private issw~. 
And, in the long run, all that will really matter is 
what each of us personally believes. But, even for 
those who personally believe in the importance of 
religious symbols, aren't they/we really missing 
the whole point? 
3I,ow obbious- boeg it babe to be? 
HITS & m i s s e s 
( d.AJ.d-
tfjv 
TheCarrollNews 
Melissa A. Tllk 
Edit Of ·ln-01ief 
Jamea Q. Allrlcchlo 
Managre Editor 
Kevin a.chman 
Advertsng M<nager 
Mary Ann Flamery, 
YSC 
AdVisor 
Alan Stephenson, 
Ph.D. 
R-otogra~ AdVisor 
There is a story told among the pastors of many 
Christian congregations that can be applied to any 
religion. The story goes so mew hat like this: A priest 
was talking with a group of young children and 
asked each of them what the most important thing 
in the church was. Many of the children identified 
the cross as the most important, communion as the 
most important, the pews as the most important 
(because that's where everyone sits), etc. But, there 
was one little girl who said that the "Exit" sign was 
the most important thing in the church. This dis-
turbed the priest, so he decided to ask each of them 
why they had chosen theirparticular answer. When 
he got back ro that little girl, her answerproved robe 
much wiser than he had expected. She said that the 
"Exit" s1gnisthe most important because it 's not just 
whathappensinchurchthatisimportant,butwhat 
we take with us when we leave, and how we apply 
it to ur lives and the world . 
HIT: The Homecoming weekend and dance. m i s s: The lack of 
people at the pep rally. HIT: The victorious Homecoming foot-
ball game! HIT: All the people who participated in the AIDS walk. 
m i s s: The unlit steps of St. Francis Chapel-- an accident 
waiting to happen. HIT: The Debate Team taking first place in 
the Salt Lake City tournament. m i s s: Lack of salt shakers on 
most tables in the dining hall. HIT: Tickets and transportation 
for the Monday night Browns/Bills game. m I s s: Far too many 
broken washin machines tbroughout the dorms_ HIT: Only fi\fFJf"-th'l;;lr'"'"• =na,._-~-.::.:::::::::;;:::{_ 
more days until the baseball playoffs begin. m i s s: The dump ;::~t!~~::•en This story can apply to all of us, no matter how 
religious or non-religious we consider ourselves. No 
matterwhatreligiousaffiliationCarrollhas,orwhat 
religion we each identify ourselves with whatever 
we believe is a very personal matter. But, it is also a 
very important part of our daily lives and interac-
tion with others. 
truck that comes behind East at 8:00 a.m. := rurardot 
'---------------------------------,=---'1 Annie Collopy 
Safe Rides back in motion 
Religion is an evolving thing, that changes with 
society to some extent People need to accept this. 
Sure, religious symbols and traditions are impor-
tant. But, that's not all there is to it, and anyone who 
focusesonlyon that is missing the big picture. Reli-
gion is not just made up of concrete objects; it is an 
attitude, and what you share with other people.lt's 
definitely not just about going to mass, or syna-
gogue, or even going on a pilgrimage to Mecca for 
that matter. What it is, and what it needs to be, here 
at JCU and everywhere, is all the little everyday 
aspects of living a good life with respect and consid-
eration for others. 
Many students on jCU's cam pus do not have many options when it comes to transportation. For 
those who are not commuters, being able to get behind the wheel is a luxury not of ten seen until 
going home for break. This makes going out on the average Friday or Saturday night a not so 
average task. Sure, finding a ride to a party may not be that difficult, but finding a ride bach to 
Carroll? Now that is another story. Americab is not exactly always reliable. 
This year, unlike those m the recent past, students are £inding one very easy, positive solution 
to the problem: Safe Rides. The program began here atJCU several years ago, but has been 
plagued with problems since its inception. Last year, for instance, students who attempted to get 
a ">afe" ride called the Student Union office, only to reach the answering machine. Safe Rides 
existed only in idea, not in practice. 
Finally, however, Safe Rides does, in actuality, exist. The program is a huge success so far this 
year, thanks to everyone who is making it work by answering the phones and driving the vans. 
SU Senators must drive Safe Rides at least once per semester, but anyone can help out simply by 
signing up outside the SU office. 
We should all be very grateful to go to a school where a program like this has been imple-
mented. Whether using the program to avoid driving after drinking, or just as a helpful means 
of transportation when stranded on Lee Road,students should be smart enough to take advan-
tage of such a beneficial, safe ride. Why get in a car with someone who's had too much to drink 
when you can call Safe Rides? · 
commentary: "Walking on broken glass ... " 
Homecoming weekend ... the very 
thought of it makes one think about autumn 
weather, football, seeing old friends, and 
above all, having fun. 
r--------. Myself, coming from a 
high school where 
school spirit reigns 
supreme, with 
Homecoming being 
the most spirited of 
all weekends, 1 of 
course am prone to 
having high expecta-
tions for homecoming 
weekend. 
Needless to say, ====~=---' despite the fact that 
we had at least twice the number of fans at 
our high school football games, and a 
marching band that took up the full length 
of the football field, my expectations were 
not entirely let down this past weekend. It 
was my second Homecoming here at JCU, 
and I am learning to enjoy the collegiate 
version of this classic weekend, as differ-
ent from high school as it may be. 
It's one thing to go back to high school 
and see all of your old friends, but it was an 
entirely new experience to see friends this 
past weekend who graduated from college 
last spring. We're talking the real world 
here ... some of them already well launched 
into their career, some of them already 
engaged and a few already married! 
Reuniting with people struggling to 
make their mark on the world for the first 
time was not my only new experience this 
past weekend, however. I also went to the 
JCU Homecoming Dance for the first time. 
Now this is where things really differ from 
high school. Don't get me wrong _ 1 had a 
wonderful time, and I highly recommend that 
even more people go in the future. The one 
thing that differed from high school was 
' 
however, not the dress styles, or hairstyles, or 
even some of the songs for that matter, but 
rather, the maturity level on the part of a lot of 
people. This was the one and only aspect of the 
evening that disappointed me. Drinking did play 
p. big role in this aspect, which is to be ex-
pected. But, it's just ridiculous to me that 
people would pay all the. money to go, and_end 
up passed out in the ladleS room before dmner 
was even served. Granted, not everyone is that 
comfortable on the dance floor, and drinking 
can relax you a bit. But, does it need to be to 
the point where you can't even stand up on the 
dance floor? My absolute favorite part, though, 
was stepping in the puddles of beer after 
taking off my heels, and along with many other 
girls, dodging the pieces of broken glass all 
over the floor from shattered glasses. 
None of this ruined my evening by any 
means; 1 had enough tun that I didn't really ~ind 
stepping in the beer or around the glass ... It s 
just a shame that we all had to. 
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The Carroll News, September 28, 1995 
Travis points out ranking for faculty 
commitment to undergraduate teaching 
The article by Christina Hynes in the Sept. 21 CN con-
cerningjohn Carroll's ranking in the September 18th issue 
of US News and World Report was excellent, but it did miss 
an important point. This year's Best Colleges issue of the 
magazine included a new category, ranking schools that 
have an "usually strong commitment to undergraduate 
teaching." The results were based upon a questionnaire in 
which college and university presidents. provosts, and 
deans of admission were asked to select ten schools of their 
type whose faculty exhibited such a commitment. In addi-
tion to its overall number four ranking,JCU tied for num-
ber five among midwest regional universities in the teach-
ing category. Our peers clearly continue to see us as nm 
only an overall excellent institution, but one in which the 
progress of undergraduate students remains the top prior-
ity. Today, most of our faculty are excellent research schol-
ars, but theyarealsodedicated teachers, who view research 
and university teaching as virtually a continuum. 
Dr. Fred Travis 
Acting President 
Catholic presence at Carroll defended 
joseph Kury's letter in the Sept. 21 issue leaves me ques-
tioning whether joey will ever wake up. The important 
statement of him being Catholic is nice, but the identity 
crisis "runneth over." I was somewhat surprised and dis-
turbed by the letter. Not only does it take a shot atjCU, the 
Church, the religious and the art history department, but 
Kury shows his own ignorance and lack of logic. 
First of all, if you never see a jesuit on campus, how can 
you tell what he's wearing? I don't believe the jesuits are 
looking to "fit-in,' but rather showing you that there are no 
barriers between us and them. And, if you don't know who 
the priests or nuns are on campus, get out of the Chapel 
more often and meet these people (there is often a priest at 
Mass). Student Affairs gives a listing of people on and off 
campus available for spiritual counseling or just plain help. 
The University'sCath · · · ou1d not be questioned 
wit sonable understanding of that identity. 
FORUM 
letters to the editor 
crew show people working for others, all for a heavenly 
cause. There was a get-together called Vatican Il-check 
this one out. 
Michael Feldtz 
Post-baccalaureate Studies 
1n response to the CN letter regardmg the "Catholic 
presence" at Carroll, 1 have a few things to say. 
Regarding nun and professors that "openly criticize the 
Catholic Church," what do you expect? Is the world where 
we live perfect? !don't think so. Sure,maybethereissexism 
and oppression in the church. What is the best way to cure 
such problems? I highly doubt that ignoring them will get 
us anywhere. I was taught that the number one reason we 
study history is so that we can learn from the mistakes of 
our ancestors. Without looking at what has happened in 
the past, and what still may be happening in the church, 
problems such as oppression and sexism will never be 
addressed, and never cured. Professors, whether they are 
jesuits or not, should assume that they are dealing with a 
mature ·audience." I would not expect a second-grade 
teacher to speak of the injustice of the Catholic Church to 
his pupils. However, I would like to think that I, as well as 
my fellow jCU students, am mature enough to handle such 
discussion without having to question the overall Catholic 
institution as a whole. If one is to interpret such topics as 
"hate and confusion," then maybe they should question 
their own ability tO accept the good and learn from the bad. 
Sure, to those not secure in their faith, 1 can see where the 
confusion might come from. But hate? I sincerely believe 
that "hate and confusion" is the last thing that is being 
conveyed by the nuns and jesuits on campus. 
Nonetheless, if you are still overwhelmed by the confu-
sion, and sitting in St. Francis Chapel praying, maybe you 
might pay attention to the particular individual that pre-
sides over the Mass. That is usually a priest. Is Mr. Kury 
really concerned with finding the clergy on campus, or 
does he have some other motive behind his letter? It seems 
to me in the time that it took to put together the three 
paragraphs cutting down the few people that hold our 
Catholic church together, he might have p1cked up the 
phone and dialed 397-4717, the number for our Campus 
Ministry. Volunteer your time to any of the 
15 
ing themselves to exposure of such people, the nuns and 
priests are highly visible. People should pay less attention 
to what the church members are wearing and focus more 
on what they are doing. And if youseesomeonelookingfor 
a priest in the art history department, please take the time 
to direct them to Rodman Hall or Campus Ministry. 
john Bardwell 
Class of 1996 
CC participant praises crew's dedication 
I would like to congratulate thejCU Rowing Team on 
the purchase of their boat. As a member of the men's cross 
country team I have always been amazed by the rower's 
determination and hard work. Not only do they get up at 
4:30a.m. for practice, they must raise money by selling T-
shirts to students and beer at Brown's games. 
Rowers use their own funds to pay for team expenses 
and warm-up jackets. Members of the cross country team 
are provided with a warm-up suit , tights, sweatshirt, long 
sleeve shirt, practice shirt, bag and a lock. Except for what 
my shoe stipend doesn't cover, 1 have no personal expenses. 
1 have friends on the crew team and I am aware of the 
hard work and sacrifice they put forth to do something 
they enjoy. It ism y understanding the ath lettc department 
has been unwilling to accommodate the rowing team. This 
is unfortunate. For a club which has proven its dedication 
and has more members than the men 's and women's cross 
country teams combined t~y do deserve more respect. 
Brian Newcome 
Class of 1997 
The Carroll News welcomes letters to the editor. ilS 
it is our Wily of knowing what you like or dislike 
about the newspaper. the campus or life in gcncrill. 
We require that IPttcrs be submit t eel by noon Morula\·. 
in ttw CN ollrce. to ht· eli,:iiJie for puiJirco~tion 
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The labelling of the Church as "sexist" and "oppressive" 
are only two issues that Catholics need toface .. lqon't agree 
with either point, but free discussion offers growth. Don't 
it back and be hemrroidal to the rest of campus. This is 
less ~ce. The Church is an ever-growing part of 
Godandasap~~yoaneedtogrowwithit. 
various Cam us Ministr communi!;t~se~r~vi~c~e-f;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;,;;;;;;;....,;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;iio;;;;;;;o;;;;;;~_,,_ ___ ._._IIIJII!II!!!'J!!IIIIIII..,,.,~--" 
projects. I have found that you can meet many 
Thechallengecan be presented for you to wake up! just 
in the same issue, stories of Tim Brainard orthe Safe-Rides 
priests and nuns this way. 
Finally, I highly doubt that the sisters and 
priests are "ashamed of their vocations." Nor do 
I feel that they are trying to "fit in." To the 
individuals that might gooutof their way, lend-
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It's the "Exit" 
sign that counts 
Of ten, we at The Carroll News hear of people ques-
tioning various aspects of religion here at]CU. Fre-
quently, people become far too wrapped up in the 
symbolism of religion, and whensomeof these sym-
bols are not as prevalent as they once were, people 
begintoquestion the presence of religion at CarrolL 
Religion,of any denomination, is a very personal 
matter, and for some, a completely private issur. 
And, in the long run, all that will really matter is 
what each of us personally believes. But, even for 
those who personally believe in the importance of 
religious symbols, aren't they/we really missing 
the whole point? 
31;ow obvioug bOt$ it babt to bt? 
HITS & m i s s e s TheCarrollNews -EP 
~ 
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AdVIsor 
Alan Stephenoon, 
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There is a story told among the pastors of many 
Christian congregations that can be applied to any 
religion. The story goes somewhat like this: A priest 
was talking with a group of young children and 
asked each of them what the most important thing 
in the church was. Many of the children identified 
the cross as the most important, communion as the 
most important, the pews as the most important 
(because that's where everyone sits), etc. But, there 
was one little girl who said that the "Exit" sign was 
the most important thing in the church. This dis-
turbed the priest, so he decided to ask each of them 
why they hadchosentheirparticularanswer. When 
he gm back tO that little girl, her answer proved to be 
much wiser than he had expected. She said that the 
"Exi t"sign is the most important because it's not just 
whathappensinchurch that is important, but what 
we take with us when we leave, and how we apply 
it to our lives and the or1d. 
HIT: The Homecoming weekend and dance. m I s s: The lack of 
people at the pep rally. HIT: The victoriou~ Homecoming foot-
ball game! HIT: All the people who participated in the AIDS walk. 
m i s s: The unlit steps of St. Francis Chapel-- an accident 
waiting to happen. HIT: The Debate Team taking first place in 
the Salt Lake City tournament. m i s s: Lack of salt shakers on 
most tables in the dining hall. HIT: Tickets and transportation 
for the Monday night Browns/Bills game. m I s s: Far too many 
broken washin machines throughout the dorms. HIT: OnlyfiVF-+h<h.rr..a=na.--..--.;;---..:.:::::::~_ 
This story can apply to all of us, no matter how 
religious or non -religious we consider ourselves. No 
matter what religious affiliation Carroll has, or what 
religion we each identify ourselves with whatever 
we believe is a very personal matter. But, it is also a 
very important part of our daily lives and interac-
tion with others. 
more days until the baseball playoffs begin. m i s s: The dump ~:~.!~:;z•n 
truck that comes behind East at 8:00 a.m. :: a1ran1ot 
Safe Rides back in motion 
Religion is an evolving thing, that changes with 
society to some extent People need to accept this. 
Sure, religious symbols and traditions are impor-
tant. But, that's not all there is to it, and anyone who 
focuses only on that is missing the big picture. Reli-
gion is not just made up of concrete objects; it is an 
attitude, and what you share with other people. It's 
definitely not just about going to mass, or syna-
gogue, or even going on a pilgrimage to Mecca for 
that matter. What it is, and what it needs to be, here 
at jCU and everywhere, is all the little everyday 
aspects of living a good life with respect and consid-
eration for others. 
Many studentsonjCU's campus do not have many options when it comes to transportation. For 
thosewhoare not commuters, being able to get behind the wheel is a luxury notoftenseen until 
going home for break. This makes going out on the average Friday or Saturday night a not so 
average task. Sure, finding a ride to a party may not be that difficult, but finding a ride bach to 
Carroll? Now that is another story. Americab is not exactly always reliable. 
This year, unlike those in the recent past, students are finding one very easy, positive solution 
to the problem: Safe Rides. The program began here at jCU several years ago, but has been 
plagued with problems since its inception. Last year, for instance,studentswhoattempted to get 
a "safe" ride called the Student Union office, only to reach the answering machine. Safe Rides 
existed only in idea, not in practice. 
Finally, however, Safe Rides does, in actuality, exist. The program is a huge success so far this 
year, thanks to everyone who is making it work by answering the phones and driving the vans. 
SU Senators must drive Safe Rides at least once per semester, but anyone can help out simply by 
signing up outside the SU office. 
We should all be very grateful to go to a school where a program like this has been imple-
mented. Whether using the program to avoid driving after drinking, or just as a helpful means 
of transportallon when stranded on Lee Road, students should be smart enough to take advan-
tageof such a beneficial, safe ride. Why get in a car with someone who's had too much to drink 
when you can call Safe Rides? 
Commentary: "Walking on broken glass ... " 
Homecoming weekend ... the very 
thought of it makes one think about autumn 
weather, football, seeing old friends, and 
above all, having fun. 
,...-------, Myself, coming from a 
high school where 
school spirit reigns 
supreme, with 
Homecoming being 
the most spirited of 
all weekends, I of 
course am prone to 
having high expecta-
tions for homecoming 
weekend. 
Needless to say, ~~~~~~..J despite the fact that 
we had at least twice the number of fans at 
our high school football games, and a 
marching band that took up the full length 
of the football field, my expectations were 
not entirely let down this past weekend. It 
\ .. . ... 
was my second Homecoming here at JCU 
and I am learning to enjoy the collegiate ' 
version of this classic weekend, as differ-
ent from high school as it may be. 
It's one thing to go back to high school 
and see all of your old friends, but it was an 
entirely new experience to see friends this 
past weekend who graduated from college 
last spring. We're talking the real world 
here.hsome of them already well launched 
into their career, some of them already 
engaged and a few already married! 
Reuniting with people struggling to 
make their mark on the world for the first 
time was not my only new experience this 
past weekend, however. I also went to the 
JCU Homecoming Dance for the first time. 
Now this is where things really differ from 
high schooL Don't get me wrong - 1 had a 
wonderful time, and I highly recommend that 
even more people go in the future. The one 
thing that differed from high school was, 
however, not the dress styles, or hairstyles, or 
even some of the songs for that matter, but 
rather, the maturity level on the part of a lot of 
people. This was the one and only aspect of the 
evening that disappointed me. Drinking did play 
.P big role in this aspect, which is to be ex-
pected. But, it's just ridiculous to me that 
people would pay all the money to go, and end 
up passed out in the ladies room before dinner 
was even served. Granted, not everyone is that 
comfortable on the dance floor, and drinking 
can relax you a bit. But, does it need to be to 
the point where you can't even stand up on the 
dance floor? My absolute favorite part, though, 
was stepping in the puddles of beer after 
taking off my heels, and along w1th many other 
girls, dodging the pieces of broken glass all 
over the floor from shattered glasses. 
None of this ruined my evening by any 
means; 1 had enough fun that I didn't reall~ r;nind 
stepping in the beer or around the g1ass ... 1t s 
just a shame that we all had to. 
ANile Collopy 
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The Carroll News, September 28, 1995 
Travis points out ranking for faculty 
commitment t~ undergraduate teaching 
The article by Christina Hynes in the Sept. 21 CN con-
cerningjohn Carroll's ranking in the September 18th issue 
of USNewsand WorldReportwasexcellent, butitdid miss 
an important point. This year's Best Colleges issue of the 
magazine included a new category, ranking schools that 
have an "usually strong commitment w undergraduate 
teaching." The results were based upon a questionnaire in 
which college and university presidents, provosts, and 
deans of admission were asked to select ten schools of their 
type whose faculty exhibited such a commitment. In addi-
tion to its overall number four ranking,JCU tied for num-
ber five among midwest regional universities in the teach-
ing category. Our peers clearly continue to see us as not 
only an overall excellent institution, but one in which the 
progress of undergraduate students remains the top prior-
ity. Today, most of our faculty are excellent research schol-
ars, but they arealsodedicated teachers, who view research 
and university teaching as virtually a continuum. 
Dr. Fred Travis 
Acting President 
Catholic presence at Carroll defended 
joseph Kury's letter in the Sept. 21 issue leaves me ques-
tioning whether joey will ever wake up. The important 
statement of him being Catholic is nice, but the identity 
crisis "runneth over." I was somewhat surprised and dis-
turbed by the letter. Not only does it take a shotatjCU, the 
Church, the religious and the art history department, but 
Kury shows his own ignorance and lack of logic. 
First of all, if you never see ajesuit on campus, how can 
you tell what he's wearing? I don't believe the jesuits are 
looking to "fit-in,' but rather showing you that there are no 
barriers between us and them. And, if you don't know who 
the priests or nuns are on campus, get out of the Chapel 
more often and meet these people (there is often a priest at 
Mass). Student Affairs gives a listing of people-on and off 
campus availablefor-spirltual counseling or just plain help. 
The University'sCat · · · "itd not be questioned 
wit sonable understanding of that identity. 
FORUM 
letters to the editor 
crew show people working for others, all for a heavenly 
cause. There was a get-together called Vatican 11-check 
this one out. 
Michael Feldtz 
Post-baccalaureate Studies 
In response to the CN letter regarding the "Catholic 
presence" at Carroll,! have a few things to say. 
Regarding nun and professors that "openly cnticize the 
Catholic Church," what do you expect? Is the world where 
we live perfect? I don't think so. Sure, maybe there is sexism 
and oppression in the church. What is the best way to cure 
such problems? I highly doubt that ignoring them will get 
us anywhere. I was taught that the number one reason we 
study history is so that we can learn from the mistakes of 
our ancestors. Without looking at what has happened in 
the past, and what still may be happening in the church, 
problems such as oppression and sexism will never be 
addressed, and never cured. Professors, whether they are 
Jesuits or not, should assume that they are dealing with a 
mature "audience." I would not expect a second-grade 
teacher to speak of the injustice of the Catholic Church to 
his pupils. However, 1 would like to think that I, as well as 
my fellow JCU students, am mature enough to handle such 
discussion without having to question the overall Catholic 
institution as a whole. lf one is to interpret such topics as 
"hate and confusion," then maybe they should question 
their own ability to accept the good and learn from the bad. 
Sure, to those not secure in their faith, I can see where the 
confusion might come from. But hate? I sincerely believe 
that "hate and confuswn" is the last thing that is being 
conveyed by the nuns and jesuits on campus. 
Nonetheless, if you are still overwhelmed by the conf u-
sion, and sitting in St. Francis Chapel praying, maybe you 
might pay attention to the particular individual that pre-
sides over the Mass. That is usually a priest. Is Mr. Kury 
really concerned with finding the clergy on campus, or 
does he have some other motive behind his letter? It seems 
to me in the time that it took to put together the three 
paragraphs cutting down the few people that hold our 
Catholic church together, he might have picked up the 
phone and dialed 397-4717, the number for our Campus 
Ministry. Volunteer your time to any of the 
15 
ing themselves to exposure of such people, the nuns and 
priests are highly visible. People should pay less attention 
to what the church members are wearing and focus more 
on whatthey are doing. And if you see someone looking for 
a priest in the art history department, please take the time 
to direct them to Rodman Hall or Campus Ministry. 
john Bardwell 
Class of 1996 
CC participant praises crew•s dedication 
I would like to congratulate theJCU Rowing Team on 
the purchase of their boat. As a member of the men'scross 
coumry team 1 have always been amazed by the rower's 
determination and hard work. Not only do they get up at 
4:30a.m. for practice, they must ra1se money by sellmg T-
shirts to students and beer at Brown's games. 
Rowers use their own funds to pay for team expenses 
and warm -up jackets. Members of the cross country team 
are provided with a warm-up suit, tights, sweatshirt, long 
sleeve shlfl, practice shirt, bag and a lock. Except for what 
my shoe stipend doesn't cover, I have no personal expenses. 
I have friends on the crew team and I am aware of the 
hard work and sacrifice they put forth to do something 
they enjoy. It is my understanding the athletic department 
has been unwillingtoaccommodatet he rowing team . This 
is unfortunate. For a club which has proven its dedication 
and has more members than the men's and women's cross 
country teams combined thty do deserve more respect. 
Brian Newcome 
Class of 1997 
The C.-moll News welcomes letters to the editor. as 
it is our WilY of knowing what you like or dislike 
about the newspaper. the campus or lile in general. 
Wf' require lhallt'lt er~ he ~ubmitt eel hr 110011 Monet,!\· 
in tlw CN office. to h•• <'li.:~ihi<' fur puhlir..tlioll 
lf!ltt~r'"' L.trl o1ho bt· ~.ulunittf'd v1,1 t' llJ.Id to 
CNLETTERS )CV.J,,t JLII.Pdll lf'llt·r~ Will In • det •·ptt-cl 
,11ter noon 011 Monday onlv t f tlwrt· t 5 ,Jdd t t io11.rl ~p. tc , . 
• 1vailahle. We reserve the nght to cd1t lettc" fur 
cl.uity or space considerations. Letters must he 
signed and accompanied by your phone number. 
The labelling of the Church as "sexist" and "oppressive" 
are on] y two issues ~hat Catholics need to face._ I don't agree 
with either point, but free discussion offers growth_ Don't 
it back and be hemrroidal to the rest of campus. This is 
less vice. The Church is an ever-growing part of 
God and as a part o t )U)U.ne.ed to grow with it. 
various Cam us Ministr com~m~u~n~it~s~er~v~ic~e~i=====;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;o;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;-.,. ____ llllllll""illliii!!!"!IJ!III!II!IIII~...,.--!IIIIIj 
projects. I have found thit you atn meet many 
priests and nuns this way. 
Thechallengecan be presented for you to wake up! just 
in the same issue, stories of Tim Brainard or the Safe-Rides 
Finally, I highly doubt that the sisters and 
priests are "ashamed of their vocations." Nor do 
I feel that they are trying to "fit in." To the 
individuals that might go out of their way, lend-
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c I a s s i f i e d s 
Needed: Aqua Excercise In-
structor. Notre Dame College 
Call Hollie at 381-1680 ext. 
305 
For Sale: Specialized M2 Rac-
ing Mountain Bike. Fully 
equipped with Manitou 3 sus-
pension and trick compo-
nents. Call Jim at 397-5511 
Earn $2500 & Free Spring 
Break Trips! Sell 8 Trips & Go 
Free! Best Trips & Prices! Ba-
hamas, Cancun, Jamaica, 
Florida! Spring Break Travel! 1-
800-678-6386. 
For Rent: 1 and 2 bedroom 
apartments. Located 2 miles 
from school. Building Address 
1414 South Belvoir Blvd. In-
cludes: Appliances, Carpet, 
Garage, Air. Can be furnished 
$480- $600. 932-9215 or 
291-8458. Please leave mes-
sage. 
Non-smoking babysitter for 
21-month-old Thurs. or Fri. 
morning. Shaker. Must drive. 
References. 752-1982 
Wanted: Babysitter. Evenings 
4-8, Weekends, some days to 
watch our two year old in our 
Shaker Square home. Must 
have own transportation. 791-
9129. 
Seeking child care one morn-
ing per week in our home for 
our three young children. We 
pay for responsible, loving 
care. Walking distance from 
Gesu/JCU. 381-7584. 
The brCI'ld new JCU chapter of 
the Public Relations Student 
Society of America will hold 
its second meeting Wednes-
day, Oct. 4, at 5:30 ppp.m. in 
the Klein T.V. studio on the 
first floor in the O'Malley Cen-
ter. SPECIAL GUEST 
SPEAKER-Jodi Roberts of the 
Cleveland based company 
Haselow and Associates will 
speak about working in the 
P.R. f ield. Nominations and 
elections of officers will be 
held. All interested parties 
welcome to attend. 
Help Wanted: Men/Women 
earn $480 weekly assem-
bling circuit boards/elec-
tronic components at home. 
Exerience unnecessary, willl 
train. Immediate openings in 
your local area. Call 1-520-
680-464 7 ext. C. 1662 
Spring Break- Nassau/Para-
dise Island, Cancun and Ja-
maica from $299.00. Air, Ho-
tel, Transfers, Parties, and 
more! Organize a small! group 
and earn a FREE trip plus 
commissions! Call 1800-
822-0321. 
TRIPSand LOTS OF CASH 
with America's #1 Spring 
Break company! Sell only 15 
trips and travel free. Choose 
Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatlan, 
or Florida! CALL NOW! TAKE A 
BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL 
(800) 95-BREAK! 
$1000 RJNDRAISER: Frater-
nities, Sororities, & Student 
Organizations. You've seen 
credit card fundraisers be-
fore, but you've never seen 
the Citibank fundraiser that 
pays $5.00 per application. 
Call Donna at 1-800-932-
0528 ext. 65. Qualified call -
ers receive a FREE camera. 
Attention JCU StudentsiU 
Are you looking for a part-
time posit ion that works 
with your school schedule? 
MBNA Marketing Systems 
will hold an Open House on 
Saturday, September 30, 
1995 from 9:00 a.m. until 
12:00 p.m. MBNA offers 
convinient schedules, com-
petitive salaries with 
monthly incentives and per-
sonal and professional 
growth opportunities. 
Please join us for coffee and 
donuts and to find out more 
about the positions avail-
able. For more information 
and directions call 595-
4100.MBNA Marketing Sys-
tems 25900 Science Park 
Drive Beachwood, Ohio 
44122 
Browns-Steelers tickets and 
tailgating party. Best party at 
JCU for third year in a row. Lim-
ited tickets left $45.00 Call 
381-1555. FREETRIPS&CASH: Find out 
how hundreds of students 
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details. 
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